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Outline

09:00–10:00 Embedding words, entities, types and relations

10:00–10:30 Morning coffee break

10:30–12:30 Fine typing and named entity disambiguation

12:30–13:30 Lunch break (Michigan League, Floor 2)

13:30–15:00 Relation extraction

15:00–15:30 Afternoon coffee break

15:30–17:00 Question answering using KG and corpus

Slides at https://goo.gl/vRkwxZ
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Embeddings and neural text analysis
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Distributional vectors and word clusters

I Finite labeled data, feature sparsity, and out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) words/features have always troubled POS and NER
tagging and estimating n-gram statistics

I E.g. we saw car in the training sequences but never sedan, or
Shanghai in test data but only other cities in training data

I But an unlabeled corpus has enough clues that these are related
words

I A well-established partial fix is word cluster features

I First proposed by IBM researchers in 1992
http://aclweb.org/anthology/J/J92/J92-4003.pdf

I Given a word like sedan, collect all context windows (say) at
most 11 words wide centered on it

I From these contexts collect a bag of other words, count them

I Possibly transform from raw counts to TFIDF
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Distributional vectors and word clusters (2)
I Represent as a sparse vector in a space as large as the corpus

vocabulary; perhaps scale to unit length

I This is the distributional vector for sedan, sort of a mini-doc

I Turns out the d.v.’s of similar/related words are similar

I Can cluster these d.v.’s using standard clustering tools; see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brown clustering

I The best number of clusters may be application-dependent

I In many NLP tasks, one of the features for each token is its
cluster ID

I Can also run LSI/SVD on mini-docs to get dense vectors for
words
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Word (and entity) embeddings [5, 6]

I In a token window, the focus token f is at the center and others
are context tokens c

I Each word in the vocabulary is associated with two embeddings,
uw ∈ RD as focus and vw ∈ RD as context

I Typically D ranges from 100 to 1000

I Two dominant paradigms to train UUU,VVV

GloVe: logXfc ≈ uf · vc + bf + bc,

where bw ∈ R is a per-word offset and Xfc is the cooccurrence
count of words f and c, and

Word2vec: Pr(f , c cooccur) = σ(uf · vc),

where σ(•) = 1/(1 + e−•) is the sigmoid function
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Word (and entity) embeddings [5, 6] (2)
I Variations of low-rank factorization of a transformed

cooccurrence matrix

I Usually only UUU used for downstream tasks, one vector per word,
usually scaled to unit L2 norm

I Although not explicitly trained to those ends, the focus
embeddings are useful for many tasks
I uauto ≈ usedan

I uking − uman + uwoman ≈ uqueen, etc.

I A common use of word embeddings is to inject them into
sequential networks as “xt”

I Entities treated like words over multi-token spans
I . . . young Albert took violin lessons from . . .
I Albert linked to entity ID m.0jcx

I Embeddings of m.0jcx (but not other Alberts) and relativity
become similar
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Standard neural network terminology

I A hidden layer inputs a vector x ∈ RI , multiplies by a matrix
W ∈ RI×O, and outputs an output vector y = xW ∈ RO

I Often a vector b ∈ RO is added; i.e., y = xW + b

I Usually a hidden layer then applies a nonlinearity
I Nonlinearity, generically denoted σ(•), applied elementwise to

input scalar, vector, matrix or tensor
I Sigmoid: σ(•) = 1/(1 + e−•)
I Rectified linear unit (ReLU): σ(•) = max{0, •}
I Tanh: σ(•) = tanh(•) =

e• − e−•
e• + e−•
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Standard neural network terminology (2)
When to use each?

•

σ(•)

I Sometimes a nonlinearity has its own associated model weights
to be learnt, e.g.,

σa,b(•) =
1

1 + exp(−b(• − a))

which changes the offset (a) and slope (b) of saturation

I Or it may be folded into the preceding hidden layer by
appending a constant dimension to the input vector

I I.e., the typical hidden layer amounts to y = σ(xW + b)
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Standard neural network terminology (3)
I A softmax layer turns K real (positive or negative) numbers
a1, . . . , aK into a K-way multinomial distribution as
bk = exp(ak)/

∑
k′ exp(ak′)

I (An entropy reduction stage which enhances score skew, and
turn any set of numbers into a multinomial distribution)

I Typically used for transforming the output of a hidden layer into
a multinomial distribution over labels

I Tensorflow hello world: regression.py, svm.py

I Variables, placeholders, loss expression, optimizer, session,
tensorboard

I Keras: higher level constructs like fully connected layer,
convolutional network, sequence model, . . .
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Sentence and passage representation

I From individual word embeddings to representation of sentences
and passages

I Sample application: matching query with candidate passage
I Cart before horse 6= horse before cart

I Common neural network styles

Simple symmetric aggregates: Sum, average of word vectors,
possibly weighted by word IDF

ConvNets: Hierarchical position-aware aggregation without
parsing

Recursive networks: Ditto, along parse structure provided by a
separate parser (say, PCFG-based)

Recurrent networks: Deep counterpart of chain CRFs: ordered
updates to latent continuous state vector
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Convolutional networks over text

I Composing continuous representation without parses

I Understanding convnets for NLP

Figure 1: Our sentence model for mapping input sentences to
their intermediate feature representations.

tion tasks. However, different from previous work the goal of our
distributional sentence model is to learn good intermediate repre-
sentations of the queries and documents, which are then used for
computing their semantic matching.

Our network is composed of a single wide convolutional layer
followed by a non-linearity and simple max pooling.

The input to the network are raw words that need to be translated
into real-valued feature vectors to be processed by subsequent lay-
ers of the network. In the following we give a brief explanation
of the main components of our convolutional neural network: sen-
tence matrix, activations, convolutional and pooling layers.

3.1.1 Sentence matrix
The input to our sentence model is a sentence s treated as a se-

quence of words: [w1, .., w|s|], where each word is drawn from
a vocabulary V . Words are represented by distributional vectors
w ∈ Rd looked up in a word embeddings matrix W ∈ Rd×|V |
which is formed by concatenating embeddings of all words in V .
For convenience and ease of lookup operations in W, words are
mapped to integer indices 1, . . . , |V |.

For each input sentence s we build a sentence matrix S ∈ Rd×|s|,
where each column i represents a word embedding wi at the corre-
sponding position i in a sentence (see Fig. 1):

S =



| | |

w1 . . . w|s|
| | |




To learn to capture and compose features of individual words in a
given sentence from low-level word embeddings into higher level
semantic concepts, the neural network applies a series of trans-
formations to the input sentence matrix S using convolution, non-
linearity and pooling operations, which we describe next.

3.1.2 Convolution feature maps
The aim of the convolutional layer is to extract patterns, i.e., dis-

criminative word sequences found within the input sentences that
are common throughout the training instances.

More formally, the convolution operation ∗ between two vectors
s ∈ R|s| and f ∈ Rm (called a filter of size m) results in a vector
c ∈ R|s|+m−1 where each component is as follows:

ci = (s ∗ f)i = sT[i−m+1:i] · f =

i+m−1∑

k=i

skfk (1)

The range of allowed values for i defines two types of convo-
lution: narrow and wide. The narrow type restricts i to be in the
range [1, |s| −m+ 1], which in turn restricts the filter width to be
≤ |s|. To compute the wide type of convolution i ranges from 1 to
|s| and sets no restrictions on the size of m and s. The benefits of
one type of convolution over the other when dealing with text are
discussed in detail in [18]. In short, the wide convolution is able
to better handle words at boundaries giving equal attention to all
words in the sentence, unlike in narrow convolution, where words
close to boundaries are seen fewer times. More importantly, wide
convolution also guarantees to always yield valid values even when
s is shorter than the filter size m. Hence, we use wide convolution
in our sentence model. In practice, to compute the wide convolu-
tion it is enough to pad the input sequence with m − 1 zeros from
left and right.

Given that the input to our ConvNet are sentence matrices S ∈
Rd×|s|, the arguments of Eq. 1 are matrices and a convolution filter
is also a matrix of weights: F ∈ Rd×m. Note that the convo-
lution filter is of the same dimensionality d as the input sentence
matrix. As shown in Fig. 1, it slides along the column dimension
of S producing a vector c ∈ R|s|−m+1 in output. Each component
ci is the result of computing an element-wise product between a
column slice of S and the filter matrix F, which is then flattened
and summed producing a single value.

It should be noted that an alternative way of computing a convo-
lution was explored in [18], where a series of convolutions are com-
puted between each row of a sentence matrix and a corresponding
row of the filter matrix. Essentially, it is a vectorized form of 1d
convolution applied between corresponding rows of S and F. As a
result, the output feature map is a matrix C ∈ Rd×|s|−m+1 rather
than a vector as above. While, intuitively, being a more general
way to process the input matrix S, where individual filters are ap-
plied to each respective dimension, it introduces more parameters
to the model and requires a way to reduce the dimensionality of the
resulting feature map. To address this issue, the authors apply a
folding operation, which sums every two rows element-wise, thus
effectively reducing the size of the representation by 2.

So far we have described a way to compute a convolution be-
tween the input sentence matrix and a single filter. In practice, deep
learning models apply a set of filters that work in parallel generat-
ing muliple feature maps (also shown on Fig. 1). The resulting filter
bank F ∈ Rn×d×m produces a set of feature maps of dimension
n× (|s| −m+ 1).

In practice, we also add a bias vector2 b ∈ Rn to the result of a
convolution – a single bi value for each feature map ci.

3.1.3 Activation units
To allow the network learn non-linear decision boundaries, each

convolutional layer is typically followed by a non-linear activation
function α() applied element-wise to the output of the preceding
layer. Among the most common choices of activation functions are
the following: sigmoid (or logistic), hyperbolic tangent tanh, and
a rectified linear (ReLU) function defined as simply max(0,x) to
ensure that feature maps are always positive. The choice of acti-
vation function has been shown to affect the convergence rate and
the quality of obtained the solution. In particular, [22] shows that
rectified linear unit has significant benefits over sigmoid and tanh
overcoming some of the their shortcomings.

3.1.4 Pooling
The output from the convolutional layer (passed through the ac-

tivation function) are then passed to the pooling layer, whose goal
2bias is needed to allow the network learn an appropriate threshold

375

c_{*,j}
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Convolutional networks over text (2)
I d× |s| word embeddings matrix SSS for sentence with |s| words,

here 7× 6

I In the figure, 7× 3 stencil can slide horizontally through four
positions

I Weight matrix is WWW ∈ R7×3

I When left edge of WWW is offset to column k of SSS, we compute

ck =

6∑

i=0

2∑

j=0

W [i, j]S[i, j + k]

I This gives ccc, a vector with 4 numbers corresponding to
k = 0, . . . , 3

I Now in place of one WWW , use WWW , WWW , WWW , WWW , WWW

I Leading to ccc, ccc, ccc, ccc, ccc; i.e., a matrix CCC ∈ R4×5
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Convolutional networks over text (3)
I More weights: a vector uuu, leading to vector fff = CCC uuu ∈ R4 as

shown

I This gives a 4-dimensional vector representation of the passage
I Can do (at least) two kinds of things with fff :

I Learn a classifier whose input is fff , to predict labels like topic,
sentiment, product rating: if there are M labels, use matrix
VVV ∈ R4×M and output label scores softmax(fffVVV )

I Compare two passages for ‘semantic’ similarity or entailment
(s1 =⇒ s2): details later

I If unsure about best shape of sliding stencil, use many of various
sizes
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Comparing two passages [7]

Figure 2: Our deep learning architecture for reranking short text pairs.

The parameters of the network are optimized with stochastic gra-
dient descent (SGD) using backpropogation algorithm to compute
the gradients. To speedup the convergence rate of SGD various
modifications to the update rule have been proposed: momentum,
Adagrad [12], Adadelta [39], etc. Adagrad scales the learning rate
of SGD on each dimension based on the l2 norm of the history of
the error gradient. Adadelta uses both the error gradient history like
Adagrad and the weight update history. It has the advantage of not
having to set a learning rate at all.

3.4 Regularization
While neural networks have a large capacity to learn complex

decision functions they tend to easily overfit especially on small
and medium sized datasets. To mitigate the overfitting issue we
augment the cost function with l2-norm regularization terms for
the parameters of the network.

We also experiment with another popular and effective technique
to improve regularization of the NNs — dropout [30]. Dropout
prevents feature co-adaptation by setting to zero (dropping out) a
portion of hidden units during the forward phase when computing
the activations at the softmax output layer. As suggested in [14]
dropout acts as an approximate model averaging.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
We evaluate our deep learning model on two popular retrieval

benchmarks from TREC: answer sentence selection and TREC mi-
croblog retrieval.

4.1 Training and hyperparameters
The parameters of our deep learning model were (chosen on a

dev set of the answer sentence selection dataset) as follows: the
width m of the convolution filters is set to 5 and the number of
convolutional feature maps is 100. We use ReLU activation func-
tion and a simple max-pooling. The size of the hidden layer is equal

to the size of thexxxjoin vector obtained after concatenating query and
document vectors from the distributional models, similarity score
and additional features (if used).

To train the network we use stochastic gradient descent with
shuffled mini-batches. We eliminate the need to tune the learn-
ing rate by using the Adadelta update rule [39]. The batch size
is set to 50 examples. The network is trained for 25 epochs with
early stopping, i.e., we stop the training if no update to the best
accuracy on the dev set has been made for the last 5 epochs. The
accuracy computed on the dev set is the MAP score. At test time
we use the parameters of the network that were obtained with the
best MAP score on the development (dev) set, i.e., we compute the
MAP score after each 10 mini-batch updates and save the network
parameters if a new best dev MAP score was obtained. In practice,
the training converges after a few epochs. We set a value for L2 reg-
ularization term to 1e−5 for the parameters of convolutional layers
and 1e− 4 for all the others. The dropout rate is set to p = 0.5.

4.2 Word embeddings
While our model allows for learning the word embeddings di-

rectly for a given task, we keep the word matrix parameter WWW
static. This is due to a common experience that a minimal size
of the dataset required for tuning the word embeddings for a given
task should be at least in the order of hundred thousands, while in
our case the number of query-document pairs is one order of mag-
nitude smaller. Hence, similar to [11, 19, 38] we keep the word
embeddings fixed and initialize the word matrix WWW from an un-
supervised neural language model. We choose the dimensionality
of our word embeddings to be 50 to be on the line with the deep
learning model of [38].

4.3 Size of the model
Given that the dimensionality of the word embeddings is 50, the

number of parameters in the convolution layer of each sentence

377

I E.g., to score passages in response to queries
I Process query and passage through “Siamese” (twin) networks

with tied model weights
I Results in representations xxxdoc and xxxquery

I Compare these using another network
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Basic sequence network template

I Discrete state yt replaced with continuous vector states ht;
usually h0 = ~0

I The transition network inputs previous state ht−1 and current
input xt (also continuous form) and outputs current state ht

I yt for end application derived from ht using an output network
ending in a softmax

xt

Transition
network

ht−1 ht

Output
softmax
network

ytyt−1

Transition
network
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Basic recurrent network (RNN)

I The transition network and the output network are standard
multi-layer neural networks with linear combinations and
nonlinearities at every hidden layer

Elman network: ht = σ(xtWh + ht−1Uh + bh)

yt = σ(htWy + by)

Jordan network: ht = σ(xtWh + yt−1 Uh + bh)

yt = σ(htWy + by)

I Weights Wh, Uh, bh of transition networks at all positions are
tied; same for weights Wy, by in the output network

I Stream of consciousness
I Potential problems: vanishing or exploding gradient

I I grew up in France . . . I speak fluent French
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Gated recurrent unit (GRU) [2]

I Logistic gates that decide what fraction of input and previous
state to retain/forget

Reset rt = σ(xtWr + ht−1Ur + br)

Combine ct = tanh(xtWh + (rt ◦ ht−1)Uh + bh)

Update zt = σ(xtWz + ht−1Uz + bz)

Output ht = (1− zt) ◦ ht−1 + zt ◦ ct

I σ is sigmoid; other nonlinearities specified explicitly

I rt decides if ct is computed as in a basic RNN, or ht−1 is
discarded and only xt is used

I zt decides how to blend ct and ht−1 as-is

I If we set by force rt ≈ 1 and zt ≈ 1, equivalent to basic RNN

I https://arxiv.org/abs/1412.3555
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Long short-term memory (LSTM) [3]

I Slightly different arrangement of gates

In it = σ(xtUi + ht−1Wi + bi)

Forget ft = σ(xtUf + ht−1Wf + bf )

Out ot = σ(xtUo + ht−1Wo + bo)

RNN gt = tanh(xtUg + ht−1Wg + bg)

Memory ct = ct−1 ◦ ft + gt ◦ it
State ht = tanh(ct) ◦ ot

I Accuracy comparable to GRUs

I Widely used for sequence labeling, sequence-to-sequence
comparison, sequence-to-sequence translation, etc.

I Usually left-to-right and right-to-left LSTMs in tandem as a
bi-LSTM; captures context from both sides

I Also see understanding LSTMs, unreasonable effectiveness
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RNNs as language models and translators

I Suppose input is word sequence (xt)

I Whose embeddings are inputs to an RNN

I The label sequence (yt) can be defined as looking ahead one
step in the same word sequence, i.e., (xt+1)

I E.g., having read “I speak fluent
:::::

”, what next word do we
expect?

I Thus, an unsupervised corpus can lead to loads of supervised
“yt” label data

I Word embeddings plus LSTM cell model weights constitute
“language model”

I Can hallucinate synthetic text passages

I Can estimate (comparative) probabilities of given sentences
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RNNs as language models and translators (2)
I Also works for translation

Encoder

Embed

He loved to eat .

S Decoder

Er liebte zu essen .

Softmax

Er liebte zu essenNULL

I First encode the English sentence

I Ending with a special marker ‘.’

I “Meaning” of English sentence captured in vector S

I Send in NULL, starting the German decoder
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Does one sentence imply another?

Quotable expletives and discontent:

“You can’t cram the meaning of a whole %&!$# sentence into a
single $&!#* vector!” — Ray Mooney (2014)

“The pooling operation used in convolutional neural networks is a
big mistake and the fact that it works so well is a disaster.”

— Geoffrey Hinton (2014)
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Fixed size passage encoding

I Fixed passage encoding dimension independent of passage
length is a problem

I Attention to the rescue
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Encoding the English sentence
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Evaluating attention from target position [1]

I For each target position i

I Choose one source position j

I Whose state hj , along with zi−1 informs decoder
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Computing attention-weighted average English state

I Choose hj in a soft manner to support loss backprop
I Compute aj as some network function of hj and zi
I Normalize using softmax to add up to 1 and increase skew
I Compute

∑
j ajhj and feed into decoder’s (i+ 1)th cell
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Emitting next French word

I Decoder network itself is not bidirectional

I Both i and i′ can choose a common j∗
I But each i can (soft-) select only one j
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Improved BLEU score

Paper
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Attention strength examples

I Wirtschafts means economic
I Wirtschaftswachstum means economic growth
I Note the missing line from growth
I Also, dernières means latest, faint link to recent
I Should allow many-to-many ‘fractional’ links in general [4]
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Quick summary of using neural networks for text

I Start with individual word embeddings

I ConvNets provide somewhat position-sensitive aggregation of
words of a sentence or passage, without demanding hard parses

I If parses are available, can compose word embeddings along the
parse structure

I (Not all compositions are valid, e.g., “New York”, “rat race”,
“red carpet”, “snake oil”)

I Counterpart to chain CRFs is the RNN family

I Exploding and vanishing gradients

I Addressed by GRU and LSTM

I Applied in parsing, entailment testing, machine translation,
question answering, . . .

I Various attention mechanisms boost performance
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Continuous knowledge representation
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Continuous knowledge representation

I The goal is to embed not only words but also entities, types and
relations

I Based on mostly-sound but largely-incomplete knowledge graphs
(KGs)

I And unstructured corpora, perhaps annotated with entities and
fine types

I The embeddings can make various tasks easier or better

I E.g., knowledge base completion (KBC), more accurate or
extended fine type tagging or entity linking, inferring
paraphrasing, entailment, or contradiction, etc.
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Tasks and datasets for KG/KB embedding

WN18: 41k entities (WordNet synsets), 18 relation types
(hypernymy, synonymy, . . . ), folds 141k/5k/5k

FB15k: 15k Freebase entities, 1345 relation types, folds
483k/50k/59k

FbSnapshots: Two snapshots of Freebase some time interval apart;
removes sampling idiosyncrasies

NYT+FB: Freebase triples, plus dependency path-based textual
relations from New York Times; entity mentions aligned with
FB entity IDs; 25k entities, 4k relation types

FB15k+ClueWeb12: Corpus is ClueWeb12 with Google entity
annotations

I WN18, FB15k, FbSnapshots used for knowledge base
completion (KBC)

I Algorithm fits model using train and dev folds; ranks all other
triples; those in eval fold are “relevant” docs; use ranking
performance measures like MAP, MRR

I NYT+FB can be used for jointly embedding entities and
relations informed by both KG and text
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Structured embedding (SE)

I Entity can act as subject or object

I Accordingly each entity e gets two vectors ~es, ~eo
I Each relation r is also associated with two matrices Mrs,Mro

I If Mrs~es and Mro~eo are “close”, then (es, r, eo) is more likely,
e.g.,

Pr(es, r, eo) = σ((Mrs~es) · (Mro~eo))

I Or some decreasing function of ‖Mrs~es −Mro~eo‖
I In words, each relation has two associated projections that bring

participating entities close after projection

I Negative sampling: if (es, r, eo) holds, replace with (uniformly?)
randomly sampled (e′s, r, e

′
o) and assume these do not hold

I (Exactly one perturbed in each negative instance, not both)
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Structured embedding (SE) (2)
I We want ‖Mrs~es −Mro~eo‖ � ‖Mrs~e

′
s −Mro~e

′
o‖

I Let γ > 0 be a margin hyperparameter

I Loss is defined as

∑

(es,eo)

∑

(e′s,e′o)

max
{

0, ‖Mrs~es −Mro~eo‖+ γ − ‖Mrs~e
′
s −Mro~e

′
o‖
}

I What would happen if no margin were used (γ = 0)?

I Nonconvex; use gradient descent
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TransE

I Each entity e associated with one vector ~e

I Each relation r associated with one vector ~r

I Model: if (es, r, eo) holds, expect ~es + ~r ≈ ~eo
I As with SE, perturb to e′s, e

′
o and expect

‖~es + ~r − ~eo‖ � ‖~e′s + ~r − ~e′o‖
I And therefore the loss to minimize is

∑

(es,eo)

∑

(e′s,e′o)

max
{

0, γ + ‖~es + ~r − ~eo‖ − ‖~e′s + ~r − ~e′o‖
}

I Fewer parameters than SE

I Cannot model many-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-many
relations
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TransR and STransE

I Mixes up projection and translation

I In TransR, a single projection matrix Mr is associated with each
r, and applied to both ~es and ~eo

I Each relation r also associated with translation ~vr
I We expect Mr~es + ~vr ≈Mr~eo if (es, r, eo) is valid in the KG

I STransE keeps Mrs distinct from Mro as in SE, but retains the
translation ~vr of TransR

I I.e., we expect Mrs~es + ~vr ≈Mro~eo if (es, r, eo) is valid in the
KG

I Loss and training similar to SE and TransE
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TransH

I Each relation r associated with
I A hyperplane defined by unit normal vector pr
I A translation vector dr as in TransE

I Project es on to hyperplane (“es ↓ pr”), translate by dr,
compare with eo ↓ pr

I Consider es, eo, pr with their tails at the origin

I es ↓ pr = es − (es · pr)es, likewise for eo
I ∆(es, r, eo) = ‖(es ↓ pr) + dr − (eo ↓ pr)‖2
I Again, do pairwise training via perturbation: expect

∆(es, r, eo)� ∆(e′s, r, e
′
o)
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ITransF [14]

I STransE uses too many parameters per relation which is not
good for rare relations

I ITransF allows parameter sharing among relations by using a set
of underlying ”concept” matrices stacked as tensor D

I Each relation r is associated with two attention vectors αrs and
αro

I Mrs = αrsD and Mro = αroD

I We expect Mrses + r ≈Mroeo for valid triples in KG

I Loss and training similar to STransE
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CP and Rescal decompositions

I Suppose es, eo are column vectors

I Form outer product matrix ese
>
o ∈ RD×D

I Makes explicit feature crosses

I Relation r represented by Mr ∈ RD×D

I Confidence that (es, r, eo) holds in KG is large if Mr • (ese
>
o ) is

large, and vice versa, where • is elementwise dot-product∑
i,jMr[i, j]es[i]eo[j] = e>s Mreo

I In general e>s Mreo 6= e>oMres, so asymmetry can be supported

I Some systems prefer a diagonal (therefore symmetric) matrix for
Mr to reduce trainable weights . . . DistMult

I If we stack up the Mrs over all relations r, we get a 3-axis
tensor MMM ∈ RD×D×R

I If r, r′ hold (and not hold) frequently between es, eo, their
“plates” in MMM should be similar
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CP and Rescal decompositions (2)
I The 2-axis regular matrix analog would be, some rows (or

columns) are similar to, or linearly dependent on, other rows (or
columns)

I In which case, it would have low(er than full) rank

I Factorization via SVD reveals rank of a 2-axis matrix

I Defining and estimating rank of a tensor are more tricky

I Candecomp/Parafac is one approximate decomposition scheme:

XXX ≈
I∑

i=1

aaai ⊗ bbbi ⊗ ccci

i.e., X[`,m, n] =
∑

i

ai[`]bi[m]ci[n]

where XXX ∈ RL×M×N and aaai ∈ RL, bbbi ∈ RM , ccci ∈ RN and I is
our control on the “rank” of approximating XXX
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CP and Rescal decompositions (3)
I RESCAL — 3-axis tensor factorization

I Assume N entities, R relations, D is the embedding dimension

I In tensor notation,

XXX ≈MMM ×1 A×2 A

where XXX ∈ RN×N×R,MMM ∈ RD×D×R, A ∈ RN×D
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CP and Rescal decompositions (4)
I For the rth plate,

X[r, :, :] ≈ A>M [r, :, :]A

I Overall loss objective to minimize is

argmin
A,MMM

‖XXX −MMM ×1 A×2 A‖2 + λA‖A‖2 + λM‖MMM‖2

I Overall non-convex, use alternating least-squares
I Fix A and improve MMM
I Fix MMM and improve A

I Can use SGD or batch solvers

I Quite a bit more compute-intensive than SVD/NMF style matrix
decomposition
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Squashing the tensor into a matrix

I Each row represents a pair of entities (es, eo)

I Each column represents a relation r

I X[(es, eo), r] = 1 if the (es, r, eo) holds in KG

I If two relations are very similar, their columns will be similar in X

I Now do a standard SVD while controlling rank, giving
D � N,D � R dimensional embeddings for each relation and
entity pair

I Called “matrix factorization” (MF) approach or “F” model
I Downsides

I Out-of-vocabulary (OOV) entity pairs at test time
I No per-entity intrinsic representation

I Combining tensor and matrix representation can give benefits2

[13, 5]

2https://github.com/dair-iitd/KBI
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The menagerie
Model Score function s(es, r, eo)

SE ‖Mrses −Mroeo‖2
TransE ‖es + vr − eo‖2
STransE ‖Mrses + vr −Mroeo‖2
TransR ‖Mres + vr −Mreo‖2 Mrs = Mro = Mr

DistMult (Maximize) e>s Mreo Mr diagonal
TransH ‖es − (es · pr)es + dr − eo + (eo · pr)eo‖2 ‖pr‖2 = 1
TransD ‖(pre>s + I)es + dr − (pre

>
o + I)eo‖2

NTN u>r tanh(e>sMMM reo +Mrses +Mroeo + br) MMM r ∈ RD×D×K

I Who is better than who?
I Just check the publication date!
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Asymmetry, antisymmetry, transitivity

I Entities are almost always single points/vectors

I Relations are translations (possibly after projection) . . .

I . . . or an inner product matrix (e.g., DistMult)

I One algebraic structure to fit all relation types
I But relations are diverse

I Sibling-of is symmetric
I Parent-of is antisymmetric
I Subtype-of is transitive
I Citizen-of is general many-to-few
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Gaussian embeddings

I Early attempt to model asymmetry by construction

I Bach was a famous classical composer and a man

I But not all men or composers are Bach

I If Bach and man are both represented using single vectors, must
model and predict asymmetric containment relation between
them

I One approach is to model each word i not with a single vector
but a Gaussian density N (µi,Σi)

I Word embeddings are usually compared using vector inner
product

I Extend to distributions:

〈(µi,Σi), (µj ,Σj)〉 =

∫

x
N (x|µi,Σi)N (x|µj ,Σj)dx

= N (~0|µi − µj ,Σi + Σj)
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Gaussian embeddings (2)
I Asymmetric containment captured via KL divergence

I If y is contained in x, then the KL divergence from x to y is
small

I DKL(Nj‖Ni) has a closed form wrt µi,Σi, µj ,Σj

I Train with a margin and hinge loss
I WordNet has aliases for each synsets i ≡ j: encourage large inner

product between these
I Randomly perturb to get negative pairs i 6≡ j: encourage small

inner product between these
I Use WordNet hypo/hypernym instances i ⊆ j: encourage small KL

distance
I Randomly perturb to get negative instances i 6⊆ j — encourage

large KL distance

I Does not model antisymmetry or transitivity
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ComplEx [11]

I Entities and relations are modeled as vectors in Complex domain

I Confidence of correctness of a triple is proportional to the
complex dot product between es and eo weighted by r

Pr(es, r, eo) = σ(<(〈r, es, eo〉))

I Similar to DistMult but in Complex domain
I eo is complex conjugate3 of eo
I <(·) is the real part

I Allows handling symmetric, asymmetric and anti-symmetric
relations together

I Logistic loss for training

3a+ ib = a− ib
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HolE : Holographic Embedding [7]

I Entities and relations are modeled as vectors similar to DistMult

I Model is motivated by holographic models of associative memory
and it learns compatibility between relations and entity pairs

I Confidence of correctness of a triple is proportional to
r>(es ? eo) where es ? eo represents the circular correlation
between vectors es and eo and

[es ? eo]k =

n−1∑

i=0

esieo(k+i)modn

I ? is asymmetric, thus HolE allows asymmetric relations

I Logistic loss or pair-wise ranking loss can be used for training

I Algebraically equivalent [3] to ComplEx!

I Neither models transitivity, important for instance-of and
subtype-of relations in KG
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Order embeddings [12]

I Specialized to represent partial orders like e ∈ t and t1 ⊆ t2,
denoted uniformly as x1 ≺ x2

I Embed each x to vector xxx

I If x1 ≺ x2, assert xxx1 ≤ xxx2, elementwise

I E.g., by assessing a hinge loss ‖(xxx1 − xxx2)+‖1, where
(aaa)+ = (max{0, ai}) is an elementwise ReLU

I Negative sampling as usual: pick x1 ≺ x2, perturb either to get
x′1 6≺ x′2; no checking for false negative

I Let E(x1, x2) = ‖(xxx1 − xxx2)+‖1
I Loss function is:

∑

x1≺x2
E(x1, x2) +

∑

x1 6≺x2
max {0, γ − E(x1, x2)}

where γ is a margin
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Order embeddings [12] (2)
I Used to model hypernymy in WordNet [12]

I 70k noun hypernymy pairs (x1, x2); transitive closure leads to
800k pairs; 4000 sampled as test fold, rest used for training

I

Method Accuracy

Transitive closure 88.2
Gaussian embeddings 86.6
Order embeddings 90.6

I Not surprising transitive closure is so good: eval protocol
rewards transitive closure [9]

I Reducing training fold size results in steep drop in performance
of transitive closure, but OE is less damaged

I OE loss function is flawed [9]

I Fixes lead to considerable improvements4

I Also see hyperbolic/Poincare embeddings5

4Poster; KG4IR@SIGIR 2018
5https://arxiv.org/pdf/1804.01882.pdf
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Performance on generic link prediction
Method WN18 FB15k

MR MRR H@10 MR MRR H@10
ITransF 223 95.2 77 81.4
ComplEx 94.1 94.7 69.2 84
STransE 244 94.7 69 79.7
HolE 93.8 94.9 52.4 73.9
TransR 225 92 77 68.7
TransH 303 86.7 87 64.4
DistMult 82.2 93.6 65.4 82.4
TransE 251 45.4 93.4 125 38.0 47.1

I Yet top predictions show spectacular type errors [4]6

Subject s Relation r Gold Object o Prediction
Howard Leslie Shore follows-religion Jewism (religion) Walk Hard (film)
Spyglass Entertainment headquarter-located-in El lay (location) The Real World (tv)
Les Fradkin born-in-location New York (location) Federico Fellini (person)
Eugene Alden Hackman studied Rural Journalism Loudon Wainwright
Chief Phillips (film) released-in-region Yankee land (location) Akira Isida (person)

6Also KG4IR@SIGIR talk
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Embeddings from combining KG and text

I TL;DR Use convnet on dependency path to get compositional
embedding for r, then combine using DistMult with entity
embeddings

I Example dependency paths for (person, founded, organization)
Textual Pattern Count

SUBJECT
appos−−−→founder

prep−−→of
pobj−−→OBJECT 12

SUBJECT
nsubj←−−−co-founded

dobj−−→OBJECT 3

SUBJECT
appos−−−→co-founder

prep−−→of
pobj−−→OBJECT 3

SUBJECT
conj−−→co-founder

prep−−→of
pobj−−→OBJECT 3

SUBJECT
pobj←−−with

prep←−−co-founded
dobj−−→OBJECT 2

SUBJECT
nsubj←−−−signed

xcomp−−−→establishing
dobj−−→OBJECT 2

SUBJECT
pobj←−−with

prep←−−founders
prep−−→of

pobj−−→OBJECT 2

SUBJECT
appos−−−→founders

prep−−→of
pobj−−→OBJECT 2

SUBJECT
nsubj←−−−one

prep−−→of
pobj−−→founders

prep−−→of
pobj−−→OBJECT 2

SUBJECT
nsubj←−−−founded

dobj−−→production
conj−−→OBJECT 2

SUBJECT
appos←−−−partner

pobj←−−with
prep←−−founded

dobj−−→production
conj−−→OBJECT 2

SUBJECT
pobj←−−by

prep←−−co-founded rcmod←−−−OBJECT 1

SUBJECT
nn←−co-founder

prep−−→of
pobj−−→OBJECT 1

SUBJECT
dep−−→co-founder

prep−−→of
pobj−−→OBJECT 1

SUBJECT
nsubj←−−−helped

xcomp−−−→establish
dobj−−→OBJECT 1

SUBJECT
nsubj←−−−signed

xcomp−−−→creating
dobj−−→OBJECT 1

Table 1: Textual patterns occurring with entity pairs in a person/organizations founded relationship. The
count indicates the number of training set instances that have this KB relation, which co-occur with each
textual pattern.

SUBJECT
appos���! co-founder

prep��! of
pobj��! OBJECT

vi = V ei

hi = tanh(W�1vi�1 + W 0vi + W 1vi+1 + b)

r = max{hi}

1

Figure 4: The convolutional neural network architecture for representing textual relations.

fined as:

L(TKB; Θ) + τL(Ttext; Θ) + λ‖Θ‖2,

where λ is the regularization parameter, and τ is
the weighing factor of the textual relations.

The parameters of all models are trained using a
batch training algorithm. The gradients of the ba-
sic models are straightforward to compute, and the
gradients of the convolutional network parameters
for the CONV-augmented models are also not hard
to derive using back-propagation.

4 Experiments

Dataset and Evaluation Protocol
We use the FB15k-237 4 dataset, which is a sub-
set of FB15k (Bordes et al., 2013) that excludes
redundant relations and direct training links for
held-out triples, with the goal of making the task
more realistic (Toutanova and Chen, 2015). The
FB15k dataset has been used in multiple stud-
ies on knowledge base completion (Wang et al.,
2014b; Yang et al., 2015). Textual relations for

4Check the first author’s website for a release of the
dataset.

1504
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Embeddings from combining KG and text (2)
I Composing text into M of DistMult

Textual Pattern Count

SUBJECT
appos−−−→founder

prep−−→of
pobj−−→OBJECT 12

SUBJECT
nsubj←−−−co-founded

dobj−−→OBJECT 3

SUBJECT
appos−−−→co-founder

prep−−→of
pobj−−→OBJECT 3

SUBJECT
conj−−→co-founder

prep−−→of
pobj−−→OBJECT 3

SUBJECT
pobj←−−with

prep←−−co-founded
dobj−−→OBJECT 2

SUBJECT
nsubj←−−−signed

xcomp−−−→establishing
dobj−−→OBJECT 2

SUBJECT
pobj←−−with

prep←−−founders
prep−−→of

pobj−−→OBJECT 2

SUBJECT
appos−−−→founders

prep−−→of
pobj−−→OBJECT 2

SUBJECT
nsubj←−−−one

prep−−→of
pobj−−→founders

prep−−→of
pobj−−→OBJECT 2

SUBJECT
nsubj←−−−founded

dobj−−→production
conj−−→OBJECT 2

SUBJECT
appos←−−−partner

pobj←−−with
prep←−−founded

dobj−−→production
conj−−→OBJECT 2

SUBJECT
pobj←−−by

prep←−−co-founded rcmod←−−−OBJECT 1

SUBJECT
nn←−co-founder

prep−−→of
pobj−−→OBJECT 1

SUBJECT
dep−−→co-founder

prep−−→of
pobj−−→OBJECT 1

SUBJECT
nsubj←−−−helped

xcomp−−−→establish
dobj−−→OBJECT 1

SUBJECT
nsubj←−−−signed

xcomp−−−→creating
dobj−−→OBJECT 1

Table 1: Textual patterns occurring with entity pairs in a person/organizations founded relationship. The
count indicates the number of training set instances that have this KB relation, which co-occur with each
textual pattern.

SUBJECT
appos���! co-founder

prep��! of
pobj��! OBJECT

vi = V ei

hi = tanh(W�1vi�1 + W 0vi + W 1vi+1 + b)

r = max{hi}

1

Figure 4: The convolutional neural network architecture for representing textual relations.

fined as:

L(TKB; Θ) + τL(Ttext; Θ) + λ‖Θ‖2,

where λ is the regularization parameter, and τ is
the weighing factor of the textual relations.

The parameters of all models are trained using a
batch training algorithm. The gradients of the ba-
sic models are straightforward to compute, and the
gradients of the convolutional network parameters
for the CONV-augmented models are also not hard
to derive using back-propagation.

4 Experiments

Dataset and Evaluation Protocol
We use the FB15k-237 4 dataset, which is a sub-
set of FB15k (Bordes et al., 2013) that excludes
redundant relations and direct training links for
held-out triples, with the goal of making the task
more realistic (Toutanova and Chen, 2015). The
FB15k dataset has been used in multiple stud-
ies on knowledge base completion (Wang et al.,
2014b; Yang et al., 2015). Textual relations for

4Check the first author’s website for a release of the
dataset.

1504

I (Presumably LSTMs have been tried too)

I Model p(eo|es, r; Θ) =
exp(f(es, r, eo; Θ))∑

e′∈Neg(es,r,?) exp(f(es, r, e′; Θ))

I f is the function implemented by the convnets and a final
DistMult: ~e>s diag(r)~eo
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Embeddings from combining KG and text (3)
I Two potential issues

I Although Neg is sampled from all possible negative e′, denominator
not scaled suitably

I Positive term not included in denominator

I Θ includes Mr from KG, convnet weights from corpus, and ~e

I Overall objective to maximize for each source is

L(T ; Θ) =
∑

(es,r,eo)∈T
log p(eo|es, r; Θ) +

∑

(es,r,eo)∈T
log p(es|eo, r; Θ)

where T ∈ {TKG, Tcorpus}
I Global objective to maximize is

L(TKG; Θ) +♣L(Tcorpus; Θ)−♠‖Θ‖2

I Is Mr updated only via ~es or directly from convnets?
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Universal schema [8]

I Another popular technique to combine KG- and corpus-based
knowledge inference

I Based on low-rank matrix factorization

I Each row corresponds to an entity pair 〈ei, ej〉
I A column can correspond to

I A canonical relation r in KG, such as born-in, or
I A non-canonicalized, textually expressed relation such as “ei is a

native of ej” or “ei left his birthplace ej”
I In the simpler version, let each distinct textual expression be

given its own column
I Separate columns for “is a native of” and “originally hailed from”

I Embedding uei,ej for each entity pair, vborn-in for each canonical
relation, and v“is a native of” for each distinct textually expressed
relation

I Matrix factorization expected to make
vborn-in ≈ v“is a native of” ≈ v“originally hailed from”
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Morning coffee break

Slides at https://goo.gl/vRkwxZ
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From coarse NER to fine types
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FIGER type catalog (112 fine types) [4]

which identifies references to entities in natural language
text and labels them with appropriate tags.

• We compare FIGER with two state-of-the-art baselines,
showing that 1) FIGER has excellent overall accuracy
and dominates other approaches for uncommon entities,
and 2) when used as features, our fine-grained tags can
significantly improve the performance of relation extrac-
tion by 93% in F1.

• We make the implementation of FIGER and its data
available as open source for researchers to use and ex-
tend1.

In the next section we present the design of our system, in-
cluding tag set curation, generation of heuristically-labeled
data and the learning algorithms. We then present our ex-
perimental results, discuss related work and conclude with a
discussion of future directions.

2 Fine-Grained Entity Recognition
Before describing the whole system, we state the problem
at hand. Our task is to uncover the type information of
the entity mentions from natural language sentences. For-
mally speaking, we need to identify the entity mentions
{m1, . . . ,mk}, such that each mi is a subsequence of s,as
well as associate the correct entity types, ti with each mi.

2.1 Overview

Figure 1 is the overview diagram of our system, FIGER. We
divide the whole process into a pipeline. Given a sentence in
plain text as input, we first segment the sentence and find
the candidates for tagging. Second, we apply a classifier
to the identified segments and output their tags. Traditional
NER systems (Finkel, Grenager, and Manning 2005) use a
sequence model for the whole task, usually a linear-chain
Conditional Random Field (CRF) (Lafferty, McCallum, and
Pereira 2001). In a sequence model, each token has a cor-
responding hidden variable indicating its type label. Con-
secutive tokens with the same type label are treated as one
mention with its type. Here the state space of the hidden
variables is linear to the size of the type set. However, if one
segment is allowed to have multiple labels, the state space
will grow exponentially. In practice, this is computationally
infeasible when the tag set grows to more than a hundred
tags. The pipeline approach avoids this problem and empir-
ically it works reasonably well (Collins and Singer 1999;
Elsner, Charniak, and Johnson 2009; Ritter et al. 2011). The
models for segmentation and tagging are trained offline.

2.2 Fine-Grained Tag Set

The first step in entity tagging is defining the set of types.
While there have been a few efforts at creating a comprehen-
sive tag set (Sekine 2008), no consensus has been reached
by the research community. On the other hand, a collabra-
tive knowledge base, such as Freebase, provides thousands
of types that are used to annotate each entry/entity in the

1http://ai.cs.washington.edu/pubs/310

Figure 2: 112 tags used in FIGER. The bold-faced tag is a
rough summary of each box. The box at the bottom right
corner contains mixed tags that are hard to be categorized.

website2. Compared to the type set in (Sekine 2008), the
advantages of Freebase types are 1) broader coverage of en-
tities in the world and 2) allowance of an entity bearing mul-
tiple overlapping types. For instance, Clint Eastwood could
be annotated as both actor and director.

While Freebase tags are comprehensive, they are
also noisy (often created by non-expert users). As a
result, we need to filter irrelevant types to reduce the
data noise. We only keep well-maintained types (the
ones with curated names, e.g. /location/city)
with more than 5 ground instances in Freebase. We
further refine the types by manually merging too spe-
cific types, e.g. /olympics/olympic games and
/soccer/football world cup are merged into
Sports Event. In the end, 112 types remain for use as our
tag set, denoted as T (shown in Figure 2).

2.3 Automatically Labeling Data
To effectively learn the tagger, we need a massive amount
of labeled data. For this newly defined tag set, there does
not exist such a set of labeled data. Previous researchers
have hand-labeled each mention in a corpus with the entity
types under consideration, but this process is so expensive
that only a small training corpus is practical. Instead, we use
distant supervision, which is fully automatic and hence scal-
able (Lengauer et al. 1999). Specifically, we utilize the in-
formation encoded in anchor links from Wikipedia text3 in
a manner similar to that of Nothman et al. (2008). For each
linked segmentm in a sentence, we found the corresponding
Wikipedia entry em via its anchor link, got its types from

2Wikipedia.com also annotates each article with a set of cate-
gories; however, the catogories are too noisy to be effectively used
without further processing (Nastase et al. 2010).

3We use the Wikipedia dump as of 20110513.
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Google fine type (GFT) catalog [2]
PERSON

artist
actor
author
director
music

education
student
teacher

athlete
business
coach
doctor
legal
military
political figure
religious leader
title

LOCATION

structure
airport
government
hospital
hotel
restaurant
sports facility
theatre

geography
body of water
island
mountain

transit
bridge
railway
road

celestial
city
country
park

ORGANIZATION

company
broadcast
news

education
government
military
music
political party
sports league
sports team
stock exchange
transit

OTHER

art
broadcast
film
music
stage
writing

event
accident
election
holiday
natural disaster
protest
sports event
violent conflict

health
malady
treatment

award
body part
currency

language
programming

language

living thing
animal

product
camera
car
computer
mobile phone
software
weapon

food
heritage
internet
legal
religion
scientific
sports & leisure
supernatural

Figure 1: Our type taxonomy includes types at three levels, e.g. PERSON (level 1), artist (level 2),
actor (level 3). Each assigned type (such as artist) also implies the more general ancestor types (such as
PERSON). The top level types were chosen to align with the most common type set used in traditional
entity tagging systems.

labels at level 1 (e.g. person), but are 10 times
as common as labels at level 3. The main reason
for this is that we allow labels to be partial paths
in the hierarchy tree (i.e. root to internal node,
as opposed to root to leaf), and some of the level
3 labels rarely occur in the training data. Further-
more, many of the level 2 types have no sub-types;
for example person/athlete does not have separate
sub-categories for swimmers and runners.

We built an interactive web interface for anno-
tators to quickly apply types to mentions (includ-
ing named, nominal, and pronominal mentions);
on average, this task took about 10 minutes per
document. Six annotators independently labeled
each document and we kept the labels with support
from at least two of the annotators (about 1 of ev-
ery 4 labels was pruned as a result). It is worth dis-
tinguishing between two kinds of label disagree-
ments. Specificity disagreements arise from dif-
fering interpretations of the appropriate depth for
a label, like person/artist vs. person/artist/actor.
More problematic are type disagreements arising
from differing interpretations of a mention in con-
text or of the type definitions.

Applying the agreement pruning reduces the to-
tal number of pairwise disagreements from 3900
to 1303 (specificity) and 3700 to 774 (type). The
most common remaining disagreements are shown

in Table 2. Some of these could probably be elim-
inated by extra documentation. For example, in
the sentence “Olivetti has denied that it violated
Cocom rules”, the mention “rules” is labeled as
both other and other/legal. While it is clear from
context that this is indeed a legal issue, the ex-
amples provided in the annotation guidelines are
more specific to laws and courts (“5th Amend-
ment”, “Treaty of Versailles”, “Roe v. Wade”).
In other cases, the assignment of multiple types
may well be correct: “Syrians” in “...whose lob-
bies and hallways were decorated with murals of
ancient Syrians...” is labeled with both person and
other/heritage.

We assessed the difficulty of the annotation task
using average annotator precision, recall and F1
relative to the consensus (pruned) types, shown in
Table 3. As expected, there is less agreement over
types that are deeper in the hierarchy, but the high
precision (92% at depth 2 and 89% at depth 3) re-
assures us that the context-dependent annotation
task is reasonably well defined.

Finally, we compared the manual annotations to
the labels obtained automatically from Freebase
for the resolved entities in our data. The over-
all recall was fairly high (80%), which is unsur-
prising since Freebase-mapped types are typically
a superset of the context-specific type. However,
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TypeNet catalog [5]

I 1081 Freebase types

I Connected to 860 WordNet types

I Deep hierarchy with average depth of 7.8
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Fine type tagging: Motivation

I Suppose John Smith is a cricket player not yet in Wikipedia

I But mentioned in local news about county cricket

I Query is “Which cricketer took four wickets in one over last year
against Birmingham?”

I Potential evidence passage: “Birmingham crashed out of the
match after losing four wickets to Smith in a single over.”

I Goal is to collect John Smith as a (strong) candidate, for which
we must know that Smith refers to a cricketer

I Experience suggests [1, 8] (thousands of) finer types better for
QA than (hundreds of) fine types, but hard to infer from query
or context
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Approaches

I Feature engineering (bag of features) and SVM or logistic
regression [4, 2]

I Embed class labels as well as features — handles similar or
overlapping types [9]

I Sequence models (LSTMs) [6]

I Attention mechanism to mitigate training noise [7]
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Type tagging: Engineered features

I Suppose we had labeled training data
I “Nobody scored as many goals in one match as in 2004.”
I Type label of is /person/athlete

I (How to get labeled data? Will return to this)
I Collect features from mention context

I Context words: scored, goals, match
I Word bigrams, shapes (“Aa” for “Ohio”)
I Dependency paths7 connecting to context words
I Discourse topic (sports, politics)

I Train a standard multi-class multi-label classifier
I Could regard context features as bags
I Or sequences for more accuracy — usually LSTMs

I I.e., in a given context can be assigned multiple types
I Needed if types are not mutually exclusive
I E.g., a person can be president and author in the same context

7“Washington sat on his favorite Barcelona and popped open a Newcastle.”
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FIGER system and features

Segmented Text 

Plain Text 

He attends  
[Harvard University] . 

Labeled Text from Wikipedia 

Training 

Organization, 
University 

CRF for 
segmentation 

Classifier for 
entity tagging 

It was won by the Ottawa Senators , 
coached by Dave Gill . 

It was won by the [Ottawa Senators] , 
coached by [Dave Gill] . 

Person, Coach 
Organization, 
Sports_Team 

Test 

Figure 1: System architecture of FIGER.
Feature Decription Example
Tokens The tokens of the segment. “Eton”
Word Shape The word shape of the tokens in the segment. “Aa” for “Eton” and “A0” for “CS446”.
Part-of-Speech tags The part-of-speech tags of the segment. “NNP”
Length The length of the segment. 1
Contextual unigrams The tokens in a contextual window of the segment. “victory”, “for”, “.”
Contextual bigrams The contextual bigrams including the segment. “victory for”, “for Eton” and “Eton .”
Brown clusters The cluster id of each token in the segment (using the

first 4, 8 and 12-bit prefixes).
“4 1110”, “8 11100111”, etc.

Head of the segment The head of the segment following the rules by
Collins (1999).

“HEAD Eton”

Dependency The Stanford syntactic dependency (De Marneffe, Mac-
Cartney, and Manning 2006) involving the head of the
segment.

“prep for:seal:dep”

ReVerb patterns The frequent lexical patterns as meaningful predicates
collected in ReVerb.

“seal victory for:dep”

Table 1: List of features used in entity tagging. Brown clusters (Brown et al. 1992; Miller, Guinness, and Zamanian 2004) build
a partition of words grouped by distributional similarity, which is learned via a probabilistic model from unlabeled text. We used
Liang (2005)’s implementation to induce the word clusters. ReVerb (Fader, Soderland, and Etzioni 2011) patterns are mostly
multi-word expressions composed of a verb and a noun, with the noun carrying the semantic content of the whole expression.
They are complementary to the dependency feature when a single verb is not as meaningful.

Freebase and mapped the original ones into tm ⊆ T us-
ing the our tag set. We removed the non-sentential sentences
by heuristics, e.g. thresholding the number of commas and
semicolons in a sentence. We also removed the functional
pages from Wikipedia, e.g. the List and Category pages.
This process therefore automatically annotated sentences
from Wikipedia using the tag set T.

2.4 Segmentation
We use a linear-chain CRF model for segmentation4 with
three standard hidden states, i.e. “B”, “I” and “O”. These
states indicate, respectively, a beginning token of a mention,
a non-beginning token of a mention and a token not in a
mention. A maximum sequence of consecutive tokens with
“B” as the starting tag and, if any, “I” for the ones after that,
is considered an entity mention / segment.

2.5 Multi-class Multi-label Classification
Then FIGER annotates each of the given mentions with a
set of types t̂ ⊆ T. This tagging problem is character-
ized in the literature as Multi-class Multi-label Classifica-

4For segmentation, we only use the sentences with all named
entities fully labeled.

tion (Tsoumakas, Katakis, and Vlahavas 2010). We adapt a
classic linear classifier, Perceptron (Rosenblatt 1958) to our
problem. A perceptron is in the form of

ŷ = arg max
y

wT · f(x, y)

where ŷ is a predicted label, f(x, y) is the feature vector of
a mention x with a label y ∈ T and w is the weight vector
of the model. The weights are learned via additive updates

w ← w + α(f(x, y)− f(x, ŷ))

where y is the true label and α > 0 is a parameter controlling
the learning pace.

We use all the tags t̂ whose scores are larger than zero as
the final prediction. And therefore each mention might have
more than one predicted tag. We modify the update into

w ← w + α(
∑

y∈t

f(x, y)−
∑

ŷ∈t̂

f(x, ŷ))

where t is the set of true tags and t̂ is the predicted set.
Any spurious mispredictions (i.e. t̂− t) will be discouraged.
On the other hand, the weights for missed labels (i.e. t − t̂)
will be increased. While learning, the model is trained using
heuristically labeled mentions in the text and their tags.

C. J. Ottaway scored his celebrated 108 to seal victory for Eton.
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Google fine types and baseline system [2]

I Minor tweaks to FIGER types

I Improvements in collecting labeled data

I Enhanced classification
I Training data expected to have extraneous labels

I Entity Obama is-a politician, (ex-) POTUS, lawyer, book author,
parent, . . .

I In a given context, one or few types may be ‘active’
I But training instance produced with all type labels

I To mitigate problems from extraneous labels, use weighted
approximate rank pairwise (WARP) loss
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Google fine types and baseline system [2] (2)
I Features8 (e.g. for “. . . who Barack H. Obama first picked . . . ”)

Feature Description Example
Head The syntactic head of the mention phrase “Obama”
Non-head Each non-head word in the mention phrase “Barack”, “H.”
Cluster Word cluster id for the head word “59”
Characters Each character trigram in the mention head “:ob”, “oba”, “bam”, “ama”, “ma:”
Shape The word shape of the words in the mention phrase “Aa A. Aa”
Role Dependency label on the mention head “subj”
Context Words before and after the mention phrase “B:who”, “A:first”
Parent The head’s lexical parent in the dependency tree “picked”
Topic The most likely topic label for the document “politics”

Table 1: List of features used in our experiments, similar to features in Gillick et al. (2014). Features are extracted from each
mention. The example mention in context is ... who Barack H. Obama first picked ....

GFT Dev GFT Test FIGER
Total mentions 6,380 11,324 778
at Level 1 3,934 7,975 568
at Level 2 2,215 2,994 210
at Level 3 251 335 –

Table 2: Mention counts in our datasets.

GFT evaluation There are T = 86 fine grained
labels in the GFT dataset, as listed in Figure 1. The
four top-level labels are: person, location,
organization, and other; the remaining la-
bels are subtypes of these labels. The maximum
depth of a label is 3. We split the dataset into a
development set (for tuning hyperparameters) and
test set (see Table 2).

The overall experimental results are shown in
Table 3. Embedding methods performed well.
Both WSABIE and K-WSABIE outperformed the
baselines by substantial margins in F1-score,
though the advantage of the kernel version over
the linear version is only marginally significant.

To visualize the learned embeddings, we project
label embeddings down to two dimensions using
PCA in Figure 3. Since there are only 4 top-level
labels here, the fine grained labels are color-coded
according to their top-level labels for readability.
We can see that related labels are clustered to-
gether, and the four major clusters correspond to
to the top-level labels. We note that these first two
components only capture 14% of the total variance
of the full 50-dimensional space.

Method P R F1
FLAT 79.22 60.18 68.40
BINARY 80.05 62.20 70.01
WSABIE 80.58 66.20 72.68
K-WSABIE 80.11 67.01 72.98

Table 3: Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1-score on the GFT
test dataset for four competing models. The improvements
for WSABIE and K-WSABIE over both baselines are statisti-
cally significant (p < 0.01).
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Figure 3: Two-dimensional projections of label embed-
dings for GFT dataset. See text for details.

FIGER evaluation Our second evaluation
dataset is FIGER from Ling and Weld (2012). In
this dataset, there are T = 112 labels organized
in a two-level hierarchy; however, only 102
appear in our training data (see Figure 1, taken
from their paper, for the complete set of labels).
The training labels include 37 top-level labels
(e.g., person, location, product, art,
etc.) and 75 second-level labels (e.g., actor,
city, engine, etc.) The FIGER dataset is much
smaller than the GFT dataset (see Table 2).

Our experimental results are shown in Ta-
ble 4. Again, K-WSABIE performed the best,
followed by the standard WSABIE model. Both
of these methods significantly outperformed Ling
and Weld’s best result.

Method P R F1
Ling and Weld (2012) – – 69.30
WSABIE 81.85 63.75 71.68
K-WSABIE 82.23 64.55 72.35

Table 4: Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1-score on the
FIGER dataset for three competing models. We took the F1
score from Ling and Weld’s best result (no precision and re-
call numbers were reported). The improvements for WSABIE
and K-WSABIE over the baseline are statistically significant
(p < 0.01).

294

8“Washington sat on his favorite Barcelona and opened a Newcastle.”
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Embedding type labels with WARP loss [9]

I Mention contexts represented as x

I A common situation is x ∈ RD, for which we choose embedding
f(x) = AAAx ∈ RH , where AAA ∈ RH×D

I Want to exploit related types by embedding each type to a
vector; similar types expected to embed to similar vectors

I Let δδδt is the 1-hot vector for t

I Let the tth column of matrix BBB ∈ RH×T represent the
H-dimensional embedding of type t

I I.e., we can use notation g(t) = BBBδδδt as the embedding
g(t) ∈ RH

I The score of a single type label t for context x is
st(x) = f(x) · g(δδδt)

I Multiple type labels may be valid in both train and test instances
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Embedding type labels with WARP loss [9] (2)
I ith labeled instance is (xi, yyyi) where yyyi represents a label set,

possibly as a few-hot vector in {0, 1}T
I Exact inference must explore all 2T label subsets:
ŷyy = argmaxyyy f(x) · g(yyy)

I To avoid high inference cost, cast as label ranking

I Overall score vector sss(x) = (. . . , st(x), . . .) ∈ RT

I Goal is to rank all correct labels before any incorrect one

I Loss on instance xi, yyyi is some function of the rank(s) of the
correct label(s) in list of types sorted by decreasing score

I Let rank(t, sss(x)) be the rank of label t in sorted list

rank(t, sss(x)) =
∑

y′ 6=y
I(sy′(x) ≥ sy(x))

I For a single correct t, we can minimize the above rank
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Embedding type labels with WARP loss [9] (3)
I For multiple correct ts, there are various options to combine

their ranks, e.g., sum

I For instance xi, yyyi, consider good type t ∈ yyyi, bad type t′ 6∈ yyyi
I RankSVM [3] loss for such a pair would be

max{0, 1 + st′(x)− st(x)}
I To incorporate the rank signal of t, define overall WARP loss

∑

t∈yyyi

∑

t̄6∈yyyi
R(rank(t, sss(x)) max{0, 1 + st′(x)− st(x)}

I Here R transforms rank into weight; for precision at k, we can
use R =

∑
1≤i≤k 1/i

I Not convex
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Kernel WSABIE

I Earlier, st(x) = (Ax) · (Bδδδt) = x>(A>B)δδδt

I Where Ax ∈ RH and Bδδδt ∈ RH

I A and B appear in only the form A>B ∈ RD×T , but it is
constrained to have rank at most H as a form of regularization

I Despite this, observed noisy “fill” in this matrix while training

I Let P ◦Q be the elementwise product of two matrices, i.e.,
(P ◦Q)[d, t] = P [d, t]Q[d, t]

I Google system uses K ∈ {0, 1}D×T as a feature selection or
additional noise reduction mechanism

st(x) = x>
(
K ◦ (A>B)

)
δδδt

I If A[:, d] is among the 200 nearest neighbors of B[:, t], set
K[d, t] = 1, and 0 otherwise

I K updated after every iteration (mini-batch?)
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Google fine-type system #2 performance

Feature Description Example
Head The syntactic head of the mention phrase “Obama”
Non-head Each non-head word in the mention phrase “Barack”, “H.”
Cluster Word cluster id for the head word “59”
Characters Each character trigram in the mention head “:ob”, “oba”, “bam”, “ama”, “ma:”
Shape The word shape of the words in the mention phrase “Aa A. Aa”
Role Dependency label on the mention head “subj”
Context Words before and after the mention phrase “B:who”, “A:first”
Parent The head’s lexical parent in the dependency tree “picked”
Topic The most likely topic label for the document “politics”

Table 1: List of features used in our experiments, similar to features in Gillick et al. (2014). Features are extracted from each
mention. The example mention in context is ... who Barack H. Obama first picked ....

GFT Dev GFT Test FIGER
Total mentions 6,380 11,324 778
at Level 1 3,934 7,975 568
at Level 2 2,215 2,994 210
at Level 3 251 335 –

Table 2: Mention counts in our datasets.

GFT evaluation There are T = 86 fine grained
labels in the GFT dataset, as listed in Figure 1. The
four top-level labels are: person, location,
organization, and other; the remaining la-
bels are subtypes of these labels. The maximum
depth of a label is 3. We split the dataset into a
development set (for tuning hyperparameters) and
test set (see Table 2).

The overall experimental results are shown in
Table 3. Embedding methods performed well.
Both WSABIE and K-WSABIE outperformed the
baselines by substantial margins in F1-score,
though the advantage of the kernel version over
the linear version is only marginally significant.

To visualize the learned embeddings, we project
label embeddings down to two dimensions using
PCA in Figure 3. Since there are only 4 top-level
labels here, the fine grained labels are color-coded
according to their top-level labels for readability.
We can see that related labels are clustered to-
gether, and the four major clusters correspond to
to the top-level labels. We note that these first two
components only capture 14% of the total variance
of the full 50-dimensional space.

Method P R F1
FLAT 79.22 60.18 68.40
BINARY 80.05 62.20 70.01
WSABIE 80.58 66.20 72.68
K-WSABIE 80.11 67.01 72.98

Table 3: Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1-score on the GFT
test dataset for four competing models. The improvements
for WSABIE and K-WSABIE over both baselines are statisti-
cally significant (p < 0.01).
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Figure 3: Two-dimensional projections of label embed-
dings for GFT dataset. See text for details.

FIGER evaluation Our second evaluation
dataset is FIGER from Ling and Weld (2012). In
this dataset, there are T = 112 labels organized
in a two-level hierarchy; however, only 102
appear in our training data (see Figure 1, taken
from their paper, for the complete set of labels).
The training labels include 37 top-level labels
(e.g., person, location, product, art,
etc.) and 75 second-level labels (e.g., actor,
city, engine, etc.) The FIGER dataset is much
smaller than the GFT dataset (see Table 2).

Our experimental results are shown in Ta-
ble 4. Again, K-WSABIE performed the best,
followed by the standard WSABIE model. Both
of these methods significantly outperformed Ling
and Weld’s best result.

Method P R F1
Ling and Weld (2012) – – 69.30
WSABIE 81.85 63.75 71.68
K-WSABIE 82.23 64.55 72.35

Table 4: Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1-score on the
FIGER dataset for three competing models. We took the F1
score from Ling and Weld’s best result (no precision and re-
call numbers were reported). The improvements for WSABIE
and K-WSABIE over the baseline are statistically significant
(p < 0.01).
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Bi-LSTM fine-type tagger [6]
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Abstract

In this work we propose a novel attention-
based neural network model for the task of
fine-grained entity type classification that un-
like previously proposed models recursively
composes representations of entity mention
contexts. Our model achieves state-of-the-
art performance with 74.94% loose micro F1-
score on the well-established FIGER dataset,
a relative improvement of 2.59% . We also in-
vestigate the behavior of the attention mecha-
nism of our model and observe that it can learn
contextual linguistic expressions that indicate
the fine-grained category memberships of an
entity.

1 Introduction

Entity type classification is the task of assigning se-
mantic types to mentions of entities in sentences.
Identifying the types of entities is useful for various
natural language processing tasks, such as relation
extraction (Ling and Weld, 2012), question answer-
ing (Lee et al., 2006), and knowledge base popula-
tion (Carlson et al., 2010). Unfortunately, most en-
tity type classification systems use a relatively small
number of types (e.g. person, organization,
location, time, and miscellaneous (Gr-
ishman and Sundheim, 1996)) which may be too
coarse-grained for some NLP applications (Sekine,
2008). To address this shortcoming, a series of re-
cent work has investigated entity type classification
with a large set of fine-grained types (Lee et al.,

∗This work was conducted during a research visit to Uni-
versity College London.
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Figure 1: An illustration of our proposed model predicting fine-

grained semantic types for the mention “New York” in the sen-

tence “She got a Ph.D from New York in Feb. 1995.”.

2006; Ling and Weld, 2012; Yosef et al., 2012; Yo-
gatama et al., 2015; Del Corro et al., 2015).

Existing fine-grained entity type classification
systems have used approaches ranging from sparse
binary features to dense vector representations of
entities to model the entity mention and its con-
text. However, no previously proposed system has
attempted to learn to recursively compose represen-
tations of entity context. For example, one can see
that a phrase “got a Ph.D. from” is indicative of the
next words being an educational institution, some-
thing which would be helpful for fine-grained entity
type classification.

In this work our main contributions are two-fold:

1. A first model for fine-grained entity type classi-
fication that learns to recursively compose rep-
resentations for the context of each mention
and attains state-of-the-art performance on a

69

She got a Ph.D from New York in Feb. 1995.

I Bi-LSTM on left and right context

I Average of word vectors of mention

I +Attention
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Bi-LSTM fine-type tagger details

I Let mention words be M = {m} with corresponding pretrained
(focus) word vectors u(m) from word2vec or GloVe

I Mention vector is designed as vm = (1/|M |)∑m∈M u(m)

I Suppose we take C words of context from left and right

I Rightmost state from left context LSTM is
−→
h `C

I Leftmost state from right context LSTM is
←−
h r1

I Context vector is designed as vc =

[−→
h `C←−
h r1

]

I Each type t is predicted with

Pr(t|mention, context) = σ

(
Wt

[
vm
vc

])
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Computing vc with attention

Figure 2: Examples of our model attending over contexts for a given mention.

Models P R F1
Ling and Weld (2012) - - 69.30
Yogatama et al. (2015) 82.23 64.55 72.35
Averaging Encoder 68.63 69.07 68.65
LSTM Encoder 72.32 70.36 71.34
Attentive Encoder 73.63 76.29 74.94

Table 1: Loose Micro Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1-score

on the test set

Models Strict
Loose
Macro

Loose
Micro

Ling and Weld (2012) 52.30 69.90 69.30
Yogatama et al. (2015) - - 72.25
Averaging Encoder 51.89 72.24 68.65
LSTM Encoder 55.60 73.95 71.34
Attentive Encoder 58.97 77.96 74.94

Table 2: Strict, Loose Macro and Loose Micro F1-scores

on the development set as our final model and report
the performance on the test set. Our model imple-
mentation was done in Python using the TensorFlow
(Abadi et al., 2015) machine learning library.

4.5 Results

The performance of the various models are summa-
rized Tables 1 and 2. We see that the Averaging base
line performs well in spite of its relative simplicity,
the LSTM model shows some improvements, and
the attention model performs better than any previ-
ously proposed method. In Figure 2, we visualize
the attentions for several instances that were manu-
ally selected from the development set. It is clear
that our proposed model is attending over expres-
sions relevant for the entity types such as immedi-
ately adjacent to the mention such as “starring” and
“Republican Governor”, as well as more distant ex-
pressions such as “filmmakers”.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel state-of-the-art
neural network architecture with an attention mech-
anism for the task of fine-grained entity type classi-
fication. We also demonstrated that the model can
successfully learn to attend over expressions that are
important for the classification of fine-grained types.
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e`i = tanh

(
We

[−→
h `i←−
h `i

])
L-R & R-L states from left context

eri = · · · L-R & R-L states from right context

ã`i = exp
(
Wae

`
i

)
Attend to important context words

ãri = · · ·

a`i =
ã`i∑C

i=1(ã`i + ãri )
Normalize attention over left context

vc =

C∑

i=1

a`i

[−→
h `i←−
h `i

]
+ ari

[−→
h ri←−
h ri

]
Redefined context representation
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LSTM and attention results
Figure 2: Examples of our model attending over contexts for a given mention.
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that our proposed model is attending over expres-
sions relevant for the entity types such as immedi-
ately adjacent to the mention such as “starring” and
“Republican Governor”, as well as more distant ex-
pressions such as “filmmakers”.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel state-of-the-art
neural network architecture with an attention mech-
anism for the task of fine-grained entity type classi-
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successfully learn to attend over expressions that are
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Reducing (type) label noise [7]

I Fine type training data in the form of spans directly gold-labeled
with types is rare

I Wikipedia has millions of pages of text with gold mentions of
entities

I Wikipedia, DBpedia, Freebase, WikiData, . . . have type
hierarchies from which we can get all types that contain an entity

I However, most of these types are not relevant at any given
mention of the entity

I Training all these types using this textual context would pollute
the type models

I Notation: entity e, with mention contexts Ce = {cei} (if e is
understood, will drop it)

I e is a member of types in Te, specified by KG
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Reducing (type) label noise [7] (2)
I I.e., each e associated with yyye ∈ {0, 1}|T |, a few-hot vector of

types

I Less realistic to assume per-context gold labels (except to eval
fine-type system)

I Each mention context is an instance

I I.e., each entity is associated with multiple instances

I In general each entity has multiple valid labels (types)

I Therefore, a multi-instance multi-label (MIML) setting

I Each context associate with
::::::

(one/more) types?
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MIML approach to fine typing

I Each context ci will be represented by a fixed-size vector
ccci ∈ RH (defined later)

I A first-cut per-mention predictor is a logistic regression:
Pr(t|ci) = σ(wwwt · ccci + bt)

I Note multiple t can have score close to 1

I Next, we aggregate in various ways over contexts

I MIML-MAX: Each type t ∈ Te is supported by one best context:
Pr(t|e) = maxc∈Ce Pr(t|c)

I Ignores all smaller endorsements

I MIML-AVG: Pr(t|e) = 1
|Ce|

∑
c∈Ce

Pr(t|c)
I Binary cross entropy BCE(y, y′) = −y log y′ − (1− y) log(1− y′)
I All wwwts can be trained using cross-entropy loss
L({wwwt}) =

∑
e

∑
t BCE

(
yet,Pr(t|e;wwwt)

)
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MIML approach to fine typing (2)
I MIML-ATT: Aggregate with attention over contexts

I Apart from wwwt, associate each t with another vector vvvt
I Mention contexts of entity e compete for attention:

αi,t =
exp(ccci · vvvt)∑
i′ exp(ccci′ · vvvt)

I Now we build an attention-weighted context representation:
aaat =

∑
i αi,tccci

I Use aaat in place of ccci before: Pr(t|e) = σ(wwwt · aaat + bt)

I Loss as before

I Additional “deepness”: αi,t =
exp(ccc>i MMMvvvt)∑
i′ exp(ccc>i′MMMvvvt)

, where MMM

measures the similarity between context and vvvt
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Context representation ccci using convnet

I At the input, read word embeddings

I Apply narrow convnets separately to left and right context of
mention to get φ`(c), φr(c)

I Concatenate into φ(c) and compute ccc = tanh(SSSφ(c)) where SSS is
more model weights

I So overall we have these model weights:
I Global MMM,SSS
I Global weights in convnet φ
I wwwt, vvvt, bt for each type
I Word embeddings (if fine tuned after pretraining)

I Between wwwt, vvvt, is there a usable/interpretable representation of
type t?

I (How) do they relate to entity embeddings as in ent2vec?
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Noise mitigation results

P@1 F1 F1 F1 MAP
all all head tail

1 MLP 74.3 69.1 74.8 52.5 42.1
2 MLP+MIML-MAX 74.7 59.2 50.7 46.8 41.3
3 MLP+MIML-AVG 77.2 70.6 74.9 56.2 45.0
4 MLP+MIML-MAX-AVG 75.2 71.2 76.4 56.0 47.1
5 MLP+MIML-ATT 81.0 72.0 76.9 59.1 48.8
6 CNN 78.4 72.2 77.3 56.3 47.6
7 CNN+MIML-MAX 78.6 62.2 53.5 49.7 46.6
8 CNN+MIML-AVG 80.8 73.5 77.7 59.2 50.4
9 CNN+MIML-MAX-AVG 79.9 74.3 79.2 59.8 53.3

10 CNN+MIML-ATT 83.4 75.1 79.4 62.2 55.2
11 EntEmb 80.8 73.3 79.9 57.4 56.6
12 FIGMENT 81.6 74.3 80.3 60.1 57.0
13 CNN+MIML-ATT+EntEmb 85.4 78.2 83.3 66.2 64.8

Table 3: P@1, Micro F1 for all, head and tail en-
tities and MAP results for entity typing.

assignments and mean average precision (MAP)
over types. We could make assignment decisions
based on the standard criterion p > θ, θ = 0.5, but
we found that tuning θ improves results. For each
probabilistic classifier and each type, we set θ to
the value that maximizes performance on dev.

Results. Table 3 shows results for P@1, micro
F1 and MAP. For F1, we report separate results
for all, head (frequency higher than 100) and tail
(frequency less than 5) entities.

Discussion. The improvement of CNN (6)
compared to MLP (1) is not surprising consider-
ing the effectiveness of CNNs in finding position
independent local features, compared to the flat
representation of MLP. Lines 2-5 and 7-10 show
the results of different MIML algorithms for MLP
and CNN, respectively. Considering micro F1 for
all entities as the most importance measure, the
trend is similar in both MLP and CNN for MIML
methods: ATT > MAX-AVG > AVG > MAX.

MAX is worse than even basic distant super-
vised models, especially for micro F1. MAX pre-
dictions are based on only one context of each en-
tity (for each type), and the results suggest that this
is harmful for entity typing. This is in contradic-
tion with the previous results in RE (cf. Zeng et al.
(2015)) and suggests that there might be a signif-
icant difference between expressing types of enti-
ties and relations between them in text. Related
to this, MAX-AVG which averages the type prob-
abilities at prediction time improves MAX by a
large margin. Averaging the context probabilities
seems to be a way to smooth the entity type prob-
abilities. MAX-AVG models are also better than
the corresponding models with AVG that train and
predict with averaging. This is due to the fact that
AVG gives equal weights to all context probabil-
ities both in training and prediction. ATT uses

… /m/024g5w , and DOCTOR into disease will be ...

… whooping cough , and kidney disease ( /m/024g5w ‘s 
disease ...

In 7 , DOCTOR and /m/024g5w write Elements of the ...

book but his catarrhal bronchitis turned to /m/024g5w ‘s 
disease and ...

It has cured /m/024g5w ‘s disease that could be traced to ...

two clinical wards so /m/024g5w can carry on intensive 
study ...

/m/024g5w , who once explored LOCATION-COUNTRY
and wrote up his ...
... is /m/024g5w , who is collecting and painstakingly 
recording ...

pe
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Figure 2: MIML-ATT and MIML-MAX scores for
the example entity /m/024g5w.

weighted contexts in both training and prediction
and that is probably the reason for its effectiveness
over all other MIML algorithms. Overall, using at-
tention (ATT) significantly improves the results of
both MLP and CNN models.

CNN+MIML-ATT (10) performs comparable
to EntEmb (11), with better micro F1 on all and
tail entities and worse MAP and micro F1 on head
entities. These two models have different proper-
ties, e.g., MIML is also able to type each mention
of entities while EntEmb works only for corpus-
level typing of entities. (See Yaghoobzadeh and
Schütze (2015) for more differences) It is impor-
tant to note that MIML can also be applied to any
entity typing architecture or model that is trained
by distant supervision. Due to the lack of large
annotated corpora, distant supervision is currently
the only viable approach to fine-grained entity typ-
ing; thus, our demonstration of the effectiveness of
MIML is an important finding for entity typing.

Joining the results of CNN+MIML-ATT with
EntEmb (line 13) gives large improvements over
each of the single models. It is also consistently
better (by more than 3% in all measures) than
our baseline FIGMENT (12), which is basically
MLP+EntEmb. This improvement is achieved by
using CNN instead of MLP for context represen-
tation and integrating MIML-ATT. EntEmb is im-
proved by Yaghoobzadeh et al. (2017) by using en-
tity names. We leave the integration of that model
to future work.

Example. To show the behavior of MIML-
MAX and MIML-ATT, we extract the scores that
each method assigns to the labels for each context.
A comparison for the example entity “Richard
Bright” (MID: /m/024g5w) who is a PERSON,
DOCTOR and AUTHOR is shown in Figure 2. Note

I ClueWeb with FACC1 entity annotations

I Freebase entities mapped to 102 FIGER types

I 4.3 million contexts

I Head means > 100, tail < 5 mentions
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Noise mitigation summary

I Corpus-oriented data set has gold type/s for each entity mention

I Number of mentions of e with a gold type t is indication of how
strongly e ∈ t

I KG-oriented data set (no corpus mentions) has gold type set Te
for each entity

I Assumed incomplete; task is to discover new e ∈ t
I A case of “knowledge base completion” or KBC

I In KG+corpus data sets, each corpus mention of e supports a
(small, possibly empty) subset of Te

I For t to be included in Te, at least one mention must support it

I Evaluation can be per-mention (costly) or KBC (held-out
entities or e ∈ t instances)

I Caution needed designing folds for latter case
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Entity linking — working definition

I From coarse NER to fine types to specific entities with canonical
IDs in knowledge graph (KG), e.g.,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael Jordan or
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael I. Jordan

I Many choices of KGs: Wikipedia, WikiData, Freebase, Google
KG, Bing Satori, . . .

I An entity can have many aliases: Michael Jordan, Mike, Jordan

I Conversely, Jordan can refer to river, country, and lots of people

I A passage may mention9 an entity; around the mention m is a
context c from which we can observe context features

I If the mention string matches an alias of an entity e, the entity
becomes a candidate

I Γ(m) is the set of all candidates of mention m
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Entity linking — working definition (2)
I For each mention, the goal is to choose one or zero (out-of-KG,

reject, null, ⊥, na) candidate

I Each mention is a multiclass, single-label classification problem,
but they are inter-related

They performed 

Kashmir,  

written by  

Page    

and Plant.   

Page played  

unusual chords  

on his Gibson. 

•  Led Zeppelin 
•  Hard rock 
•  Electric guitar 

•  Session guitarist 
•  Led Zeppelin 
•  Gibson 

•  Jimmy Page 
signature model 

•  Hard rock 

Kashmir (song) 

Kashmir (region) 

Larry Page 

Jimmy Page 

Page, Arizona 

Robert Plant 

Gibson Les Paul 

Gibson, Missouri 

Figure 1: Mention-Entity Graph Example

of the sum of the corresponding squared shortest-
path distances. We then restrict the input graph to
the entity nodes that are closest to the mentions. An
experimentally determined good choice for the size
of this set is five times the number of the mention
nodes. Then the iterative greedy method is run on
this smaller subgraph. Algorithm 1 summarizes this
procedure, where an entity is taboo if it is the
last candidate for a mention it is connected to.

Algorithm 1: Graph Disambiguation Algorithm
Input: weighted graph of mentions and entities
Output: result graph with one edge per mention
begin

pre–processing phase;
foreach entity do

calculate distance to all mentions;
keep the closest (5× mentions count)
entities, drop the others;
main loop;
while graph has non-taboo entity do

determine non-taboo entity node
with lowest weighted degree, remove it
and all its incident edges;
if minimum weighted degree increased
then

set solution to current graph;

post–processing phase;
process solution by local search or full
enumeration for best configuration;

The output of the main loop would often be close
to the desired result, but may still have more than one
mention-entity edge for one or more mentions. At
this point, however, the subgraph is small enough to
consider an exhaustive enumeration and assessment
of all possible solutions. This is one of the options
that we have implemented as post-processing step.
Alternatively, we can perform a faster local-search
algorithm. Candidate entities are randomly selected
with probabilities proportional to their weighted de-
grees. This step is repeated for a prespecified number
of iterations, and the best configuration with the high-
est total edge-weight is used as final solution.

5.3 Robustness Tests

The graph algorithm generally performs well. How-
ever, it may be misled in specific situations, namely,
if the input text is very short, or if it is thematically
heterogeneous. To overcome these problems, we in-
troduce two robustness tests for individual mentions
and, depending on the tests’ outcomes, use only a
subset of our framework’s features and techniques.
Prior test: Our first test ensures that the popularity
prior does not unduly dominate the outcome if the
true entities are dominated by false alternatives. We
check, for each mention, whether the popularity prior
for the most likely candidate entity is above some
threshold ρ, e. g. above 90% probability. If this is not
the case, then the prior is completely disregarded for
computing the mention-entity edge weights. Other-
wise, the prior is combined with the context-based
similarity computation to determine edge weights.

788

I Entity label at mention mi is yi; gold label is y∗i
9Detecting mention boundaries is difficult [15] but is outside our scope.
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Entity linking: Applications

I Make raw text look like Wikipedia with definitional and
informational links (most systems)
I Annotate first occurrence only
I Annotate only on-topic entities
I Use discretion to avoid “hyperlink fatigue”

I Index the annotations to enable advanced search
I Exhaustive annotation
I Make no whole-document topic judgment
I Complex query responses involving joins
I Company ?c in Korea makes phone ?p under $400 with OLED

display — instantiate all possible 〈?c, ?p〉
I Need to recognize ?c, ?p as (single) company and phone in

different contexts provide evidence for subqueries

I Early systems: SemTag/Seeker [4], Wikify [11]
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Some distinctions from WSD

I Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is largely about common
words, not references to specific entities
I 42 senses of “run” in WordNet
I Part of speech helps a fair bit
I Identifying mention boundary is easy

I Entity catalog typically richer info source than dictionary
I Broader category system
I Part of speech is largely “proper noun” and not as helpful

I Entity disambiguation goals:
I Identify that a sequence of tokens is a potential mention
I Capture suitable context around to form spot s
I Assign s to a suitable entity γ in catalog
I Or claim that there is no suitable γ
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More about catalog representation

I Pattern after WordNet, Wikipedia, Freebase, . . .

I Each entity γ has associated description or definition page

I Descriptions link to other related entities γ′

I Entities belong to one or more categories

I Categories (physicist) are subcategories of others (scientist)

I Links may be “incidental”

I Categories and super-categories may be noisy: Machine learning
researcher more meaningful than Living people or Year of birth
missing

I Cycles in is-a “hierarchy”?
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Local signals to choose e from Γ(m)

I Match between context
and entity

I Entity representations
I Text on definition pages

in Wikipedia
I Text from gold mention

contexts
I Types that contain the

entity

I Between context and
types containing
entity [1]

I Between page topic/s
and entity type/s [8]

articles and recording, for each word stem w, its

document frequency df(w) in Wikipedia. Stop-

words and words that are too frequent or too rare

are discarded. A generic document d is then repre-

sented as a vector of length jV j, with a position for

each vocabulary word. If f(w) is the frequency of

word w in document d, and N is the total num-

ber of Wikipedia articles, then the weight of wordw2V in the tf � idf representation of d is:dw = f(w) ln Ndf(w) (2)

4.2 Taxonomy Kernel

An error analysis of the cosine-based ranking

method reveals that, in many cases, the pair hq; ei
fails to rank first, even though words from the

query context unambiguously indicate e as the ac-

tual denoted entity. In these cases, cue words from

the context do not appear in e’s article due to two

main reasons:

1. The article may be too short or incomplete.

2. Even though the article captures most of the

relevant concepts expressed in the query con-

text, it does this by employing synonymous

words or phrases.

The cosine similarity between q and ek can be seen

as an expression of the total degree of correlation

between words from the context of query q and a

given named entity ek. When the correlation is too

low because the Wikipedia article for named entityek does not contain all words that are relevant toek, it is worth considering the correlation between

context words and the categories to which ek be-

longs. For illustration, consider the two queries

for the name John Williams from Figure 1.

To avoid clutter, Figure 1 depicts only two enti-

ties with the name John Williams in Wikipedia: the

composer and the wrestler. On top of each entity,

the figure shows one of their Wikipedia categories

(Film score composers and Professional wrestlers

respectively), together with some of their ances-

tor categories in the Wikipedia taxonomy. The

two query contexts are shown at the bottom of

the figure. In the context on the left, words such

as conducted and concert denote concepts that are

highly correlated with the Musicians, Composers

and Film score composers categories. On the other

hand, their correlation with other categories in

Figure 1 is considerably lower. Consequently, a

Musicians

Composers

Film score composers

People by occupation

People

People known in connection

with sports and hobbies

Wrestlers

Professional wrestlers

high correlationshigh correlations

? ?
conducted

a summer Star Wars

John Williams John Williams

a Taipei death

lost

concert match[...] [...]

John Williams (composer) John Williams (wrestler)

Figure 1: Word-Category correlations.

goal of this paper is to design a disambiguation

method that 1) learns the magnitude of these cor-

relations, and 2) uses these correlations in a scor-

ing function, together with the cosine similarity.

Our intuition is that, given the query context on the

left, such a ranking function has a better chance

of ranking the “composer” entity higher than the

“wrestler” entity, when compared with the simple

cosine similarity baseline.

We consider using a linear ranking function as

follows: ê = argmaxek w �(q; ek) (3)

The feature vector �(q; ek) contains a dedicated

feature �os for cosine similarity, and jV j � jCj
features �w; corresponding to combinations of

words w from the Wikipedia vocabulary V and

categories  from the Wikipedia taxonomy C:�os(q; ek) = os(q:T; ek:T ) (4)�w;(q; ek) = � 1 if w2q:T and 2ek:C;0 otherwise:
The weight vector w models the magnitude

of each word-category correlation, and can be

learned by training on the query dataset described

at the beginning of Section 4. We used the kernel

version of the large-margin ranking approach from

(Joachims, 2002) which solves the optimization
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Integrating local and global signals [9, 8]

Document

m

m’

Mentions

Γm

Γm’

Candidate labels

e

e'

g(e)

g(e')
Mention to entity
compatibility

Entity to entity
coherence

I Some entity pairs are more coherent than others

I Coherence may be measured in different ways

I Choose per-mention entity labels to maximize pairwise
coherence as well as local compatibility

I Intractable in general; heuristic approximations common
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Wikify! [11]
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Annotated Text

Word Sense DisambiguationKeyword Extraction

I Two-phase process

I First identify token spans “worthy of annotation”

I Then choose entity labels
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Sample annotations
In 1834, Sumner was admitted to the [[bar (law)|bar]]

at the age of twenty-thre, and entered private practice in

Boston.

It is danced in 3/4 time (like most waltzes), with the

couple turning approx. 180 degrees every [[bar (music)|bar]].

Vehicles of this type may contain expensive audio players,

televisions, video players, and [[bar (counter)|bar]]s,

often with refrigerators.

Jenga is a popular beer in the [[bar (establishment)|bar]]s

of Thailand

This is a disturbance on the water surface of a river

or estuary, often cause by the presence of a

[[bar (landform)|bar]] or dune on the riverbed.

(We will assume spans to disambiguate are already given)
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Disambiguation

Wikify! compares two local techniques:

I “Knowledge-based approach” — similarity between Wikipedia
page text of entity γ and context words in spot s

I “Data-driven approach” — similarity between context of known
links to γ and context words in spot s

I “Context” consists of ±3 words around mention, their parts of
speech, salient words chosen from whole document
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Results

I “Data-driven” better than “knowledge-based”

I Consensus (agreement) has highest precision

Words Evaluation
Method (A) (C) (P) (R) (F)

Baselines
Random baseline 6,517 4,161 63.84 56.90 60.17
Most frequent sense 6,517 5,672 87.03 77.57 82.02

Word sense disambiguation methods
Knowledge-based 6,517 5,255 80.63 71.86 75.99
Feature-based learning 6,517 6,055 92.91 83.10 87.73

Combined 5,433 5,125 94.33 70.51 80.69
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Modeling local compatibility

I Feature vector fs(γ) ∈ Rd expresses local textual compatibility
between (context of) spot s and candidate label γ

I One element of fs(γ) might be the TFIDF cosine similarity
between tokens from the context of spot s (say ±10 tokens) and
whole page of description for entity γ

I Another element may be derived of “anchor text” match:
I Find all links to γ from within Wikipedia
I Collect anchor text from all these links in a bag of words
I Find TFIDF cosine similarity between this bag and the spot

context s
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The sense probability prior

I What entity does “Intel” refer to?
I Chip design and manufacturing company
I Fictional cartel in a 1961 BBC TV serial

I Pr0(γ|s) is very high for chip maker, low for cartel

I Append element log Pr0(γ|s) to fs(γ) to local feature vector

I (Log-prior multiplied with linear model coefficient equivalent to
multiplying by power of prior probability)
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Node score

I Node scoring model w ∈ Rd

I Node score defined as w>fs(γ)

I w is trained to give suitable relative weights to different
compatibility measures and aggregate the evidence

I During test time, greedy choice local to s would be
arg maxγ∈Γs w

>fs(γ)

I Early algorithms are variations on this theme
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Effect of learning single-mention scores
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I Learning w is better
than commonly-used
single features

I Enough to beat some
collective approaches
(soon)
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Limitations of sim(γ, s) and remedy [1]

articles and recording, for each word stem w, its

document frequency df(w) in Wikipedia. Stop-

words and words that are too frequent or too rare

are discarded. A generic document d is then repre-

sented as a vector of length jV j, with a position for

each vocabulary word. If f(w) is the frequency of

word w in document d, and N is the total num-

ber of Wikipedia articles, then the weight of wordw2V in the tf � idf representation of d is:dw = f(w) ln Ndf(w) (2)

4.2 Taxonomy Kernel

An error analysis of the cosine-based ranking

method reveals that, in many cases, the pair hq; ei
fails to rank first, even though words from the

query context unambiguously indicate e as the ac-

tual denoted entity. In these cases, cue words from

the context do not appear in e’s article due to two

main reasons:

1. The article may be too short or incomplete.

2. Even though the article captures most of the

relevant concepts expressed in the query con-

text, it does this by employing synonymous

words or phrases.

The cosine similarity between q and ek can be seen

as an expression of the total degree of correlation

between words from the context of query q and a

given named entity ek. When the correlation is too

low because the Wikipedia article for named entityek does not contain all words that are relevant toek, it is worth considering the correlation between

context words and the categories to which ek be-

longs. For illustration, consider the two queries

for the name John Williams from Figure 1.

To avoid clutter, Figure 1 depicts only two enti-

ties with the name John Williams in Wikipedia: the

composer and the wrestler. On top of each entity,

the figure shows one of their Wikipedia categories

(Film score composers and Professional wrestlers

respectively), together with some of their ances-

tor categories in the Wikipedia taxonomy. The

two query contexts are shown at the bottom of

the figure. In the context on the left, words such

as conducted and concert denote concepts that are

highly correlated with the Musicians, Composers

and Film score composers categories. On the other

hand, their correlation with other categories in

Figure 1 is considerably lower. Consequently, a
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Film score composers
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People

People known in connection

with sports and hobbies

Wrestlers
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high correlationshigh correlations
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conducted

a summer Star Wars

John Williams John Williams

a Taipei death

lost

concert match[...] [...]

John Williams (composer) John Williams (wrestler)

Figure 1: Word-Category correlations.

goal of this paper is to design a disambiguation

method that 1) learns the magnitude of these cor-

relations, and 2) uses these correlations in a scor-

ing function, together with the cosine similarity.

Our intuition is that, given the query context on the

left, such a ranking function has a better chance

of ranking the “composer” entity higher than the

“wrestler” entity, when compared with the simple

cosine similarity baseline.

We consider using a linear ranking function as

follows: ê = argmaxek w �(q; ek) (3)

The feature vector �(q; ek) contains a dedicated

feature �os for cosine similarity, and jV j � jCj
features �w; corresponding to combinations of

words w from the Wikipedia vocabulary V and

categories  from the Wikipedia taxonomy C:�os(q; ek) = os(q:T; ek:T ) (4)�w;(q; ek) = � 1 if w2q:T and 2ek:C;0 otherwise:
The weight vector w models the magnitude

of each word-category correlation, and can be

learned by training on the query dataset described

at the beginning of Section 4. We used the kernel

version of the large-margin ranking approach from

(Joachims, 2002) which solves the optimization

I Training data is sparse

I Direct overlap of words
between description of
entity γ and context of
spot s may be limited

I But overlap between
ancestors of γ and
context of s may be
more reliable
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Designing tree kernels

I Let C(γ) be all ancestor categories of entity γ

I Let T (s) be the text in the context of spot s

I For every word w and every all categories c, define a feature

φw,c(s, γ) =

{
1 if w ∈ T (s) and c ∈ C(γ)

0 otherwise

I Run through all possible w, c, e.g., (“conducted”,musician),
(“concert”,wrestler)

I Pad (φw,c) with local compatibility features

I Finally, get feature vector Φ(s, γ)
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Learning

I Model as classification: correct/incorrect (s, γ) pair should be
labeled +1/−1 respectively

I Similar to sequence labeling: arg maxγ w
>Φ(s, γ); same

max-margin training

I What about spots that do not have any suitable entity in the
catalog?

I Out-of-catalog entity γ̂, with C(γ̂) = ∅ and T (γ̂) = ∅
I One last feature element φˆ(s, γ) = [[γ = γ̂]]

I Equivalent to automatically learning a (lower) threshold on
w>Φ(s, γ)
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Tree kernel results
Data set TreeKernel TextOnly
People by occupation, top 110 0.772 0.615
Ditto, all 540 0.684 0.558
Ditto, categories with ≥ 20 entities 0.680 0.554

I Summary: tree kernel better than comparing only text
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Modeling entity relatedness from catalog

I Some entity pairs are more compatible than others

I Better to choose per-mention entity labels to maximize pairwise
compatibility

I Compatibility may have different notions

I Entities belong to related types, e.g., soccer coaches, clubs,
players [9, 8]

I Frequently co-cited from Web/Wikipedia pages [12]

I Entities connected by short path in knowledge graph [2]

I (Similarity between vector embeddings of entities based on
corpus mentions — soon)

I How related are two entities γ, γ′ in Wikipedia?

I Embed γ in some space using g : Γ→ Rc

I Define relatedness r(γ, γ′) = g(γ) · g(γ′) or similar
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Modeling entity relatedness from catalog (2)
I Cucerzan’s proposal: c = number of categories; g(γ)[τ ] = 1 if γ

belongs to category τ , 0 otherwise

r(γ, γ′) =
g(γ)>g(γ′)√

g(γ)>g(γ)
√
g(γ′)>g(γ′)

,

(standard cosine)

I Milne and Witten’s proposal: c = number of Wikipedia pages;
g(γ)[p] = 1 if page p links to page γ, 0 otherwise

r(γ, γ′) =

log
|g(γ) ∩ g(γ′)|
|g(γ) ∪ g(γ′)|

log
c

min{|g(γ)|, |g(γ′)|}
I Related to Jaccard

I With voice of small inlink sets attenuated

I Combination of above [13]
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A joint local+global objective

I Notation: mentions written variously as mi, si; si includes mi

and features from context ci
I Entity labels written variously as γi, yi, ei
I Ψ(ei,mi, ci) is the local score of entity ei for mention mi with

context ci
I Φ(ei, ej) is the pairwise coherence between the entities chosen

for mentions i, j

I For whole document, let eee,mmm,ccc be the sequence of n entity
labels, mentions, and contexts

I Overall objective is to maximize wrt eee

g(eee,mmm,ccc) =
1

n

∑

i

Ψ(ei,mi, ci)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
local

+
1(
n
2

)
∑

i 6=j
Φ(ei, ej)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
global
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A joint local+global objective (2)
I (Conditional) probabilistic graphical model with complete graph

I Aka the quadratic assignment problem

I Difficult NP-hard problem

I Heuristics: leave-one-out [3], easy-mention-first [12],
hill-climbing [9, 14], LP relaxation [9], multifocal attention [7]
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Leave-one-out disambiguation [3]

I Let Γ0 =
⋃
i Γ(mi) be all possible entity disambiguations for all

mentions on a page

I Precompute the average entity representation vector
g(Γ0) =

∑
γ∈Γ0

g(γ)

I Score of candidate label γ for spot s depends on two factors
multiplied together

I The local compatibility score as before

I g(γ)>g(Γ0 \ {γ}) = g(γ)>
∑

γ′∈Γ0\γ g(γ′)
I Note that Γ0 \ γ still contains contributions from entities that

cannot be used simultaneously to label the page

I g(Γ0 \ γ) may not be a representative feature vector
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Commonness, usefulness, relatedness

 

g

sense commonness relatedness

Tree 92.82% 15.97%

Tree (graph theory) 2.94% 59.91%

Tree (data structure) 2.57% 63.26%

Tree (set theory)  0.15% 34.04%

Phylogenetic tree 0.07% 20.33%

Christmas tree 0.07% 0.0%

Binary tree 0.04% 62.43%

Family tree 0.04% 16.31%

  … 

I “Tree” has many senses, common and rare

I But a low probability sense may be the correct one, based on
relatedness to unambiguous anchor entities mentioned near
“tree”

I Not all anchors equally useful: “until” vs. “LIFO”
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Easy mentions first [12]

I Identify unambiguous spots S! from all spots S0

I Denote Γ! =
⋃
s∈S!

Γs, note that Γ!
1:1←→ S!

I Ambiguous spot s 7→ Γs, have to pick γ ∈ Γs

I Each candidate γ is scored based on three signals

Commonness of γ, i.e., sense probability prior Pr0(γ|s)
Average relatedness to anchor entities γ!, weighted by the

usefulness u(γ!) of γ!

∑
γ!∈Γ!\γ u(γ!)r(γ, γ!)∑

γ!∈Γ!\γ u(γ!)

where u(γ) =
∑

γ′′∈Γ!\γ′
r(γ′, γ′′)

Overall context quality for the spot,
∑

γ!
u(γ!)
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Easy mentions first [12] (2)
I These three signals are presented as features to a classifier

(bagged decision tree worked best)

I The label is whether γ is correct for s

I Results (recall per reticent Wikipedia annotation policy):

 recall precision f-measure

 Random sense 56.4 50.2 53.1 

 Most common sense 92.2 89.3 90.7 

 Medelyan et al. (2008) 92.3 93.3 92.9 

 Most valid sense 95.7 98.4 97.1 

 All valid senses 96.6 97.0 96.8 
 

e

Only the last option indicates that the link was detected correctly. 

The other three identify the different reasons why the algorithm 

es a term or phrase should not 

ndidate, the second identifies a 

candidate that was disambiguated incorrectly, and the third  

indicates a candidate that should have been discarded in the final 

 correct 76.4 

 incorrect (wrong destination) 0.9 

 incorrect (irrelevant and/or unhelpful)  19.8 

 incorrect (unknown reason) 2.9 
 

Table 5: Accuracy of the automatically detected links. 
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TagMe [5]

I Consider mentions m and m′

I Let e ∈ Γ(m), e′ ∈ Γ(m′) be candidates

I Vote from e′ to e is relatedness r(e′, e)
I Vote from m′ to e is

votem′(e) =
1

|Γ(m′)|
∑

e′∈Γ(m′)

Pr(e′|m′) r(m′,m)

I If m′ is unambiguous, reduces to Milne and Witten [12]

I Aggregate votes over all other mentions:

vote?(e|m) =
∑

m′ 6=m
votem′(e)

I Combine vote?(e|m) with sense prior Pr(e|m) to decide label
at m, using classifier or thresholds

I Fast approx collective agreement, widely used for research
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NInteger program

I Let i index mentions and e index candidate entities

I Decision variable zie ∈ {0, 1} is 1 if mention i gets label e and 0
otherwise

I For each mention i,
∑

e∈Γi
zie ≤ 1 (zero or one label per

mention from among candidates)

I Local node log-potential for mention i is φi(e)

I Local objective is
∑

i

∑
e φi(e)zie

I Auxiliary decision variables pi,e,i′,e′ ∈ {0, 1} for all mention and
label pairs

I Constraints for all i, e, i′, e′, pi,e,i′,e′ ≤ zie and pi,e,i′,e′ ≤ zi′e′
I Global objective is

∑
i,e,i′,e′ pi,e,i′,e′ψii′(e, e

′)
I Relax to zi,e, pi,e,i′,e′ ∈ [0, 1] (not a nice relaxation, cannot round

to provably good discrete solutions)
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Benefits of collective labeling

I Two different data sets (Web, newswire)

I Collective significantly better than local

I Boosts recall while preserving precision

I Hill-climbing and LP [9] improved upon Milne&Witten [12],
Cucerzan [3]
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Multifocal attention [7]

I Consider again the all-pairs global term
∑

i 6=j Φ(ei, ej)

I Entities in doc may not all be in one type cluster; e.g., ei may
be a politician and ej a real-estate baron

I KG may not know of common type-to-type relations, e.g.,
cricketers and business tycoons, or politicians and real estate
barons

I Less salient entity ei may not find enough Φ support from all
other entities ej

I Asserting all-pairs potentials across coherent clusters needlessly
adds noise floor to objective

I Discussed by Kulkarni et al. [9] but not addressed
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Single link baseline

I For each mention, find one best supporter

∑

i

si(ei) +
∑

j 6=i
Φ(ei, ej) −→

∑

i

si(ei) + max
j 6=i

sij(ei, ej)

I eee is a vector of entity labels assigned to all mentions in a
document

I si(ei) is the local score for entity label ei for mention/spot i
I MAP inference is still intractable

I If j is the best supporter of i, is i necessarily the best supporter of j?

I Approximate by loopy belief propagation on factor graph
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Relaxing to a star model

I Give up global consistency for tractability

I In turn, make each mention center of a star

I Assign label to each spoke separately to
maximize support for hub

I Support for label ei from mention j is
qij(ei) = maxej [sij(ei, ej) + sj(ej)]

I Score function for mention i is
fi(ei) = si(ei) +

∑
all j 6= i

qij(ei)

I Predict ei by maximizing above score

I Next step: replace all j 6= i with
something more robust

I In what follows, let
qqqi(ei) = 〈qi1(ei), . . . , qin(ei)〉 be the
sequence of support from other mentions
to mention i
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Star model with top-K supporters

I When choosing ei, set other ej to get the best top-K supporters
ej , rather than all n− 1

I Later, when setting ej , do not constrain ei to be the label earlier
chosen

I Best support for label ei from mention j is
qij(ei) = maxej [Ψ(ej) + Φ(ei, ej)]

I Star model with all n− 1 supporters amounts to overall score
fi(ei) = Ψ(ei) +

∑
j 6=i qij(ei)

I Let qqqi(ei) = 〈qi1(ei), . . . , qin(ei)〉 be the sequence of supports
from other mentions to mention i

I Given support sequence qqq, let amxK(qqq) be the sum of the largest
K elements of qqq

I Redefine score function for ith mention as
fi(ei) = Ψ(ei) + amx K(qqqi(ei))
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Star model with top-K supporters (2)
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I Plot accuracy against K

I Single supporter too little to go by

I All n− 1 supporters too much to ask for

I Clear peak at K = 6

I “You need only six good friends”

I K supporters get full backprop, others get none

I From K-max to soft-K-max
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NMultifocal last step: from max to soft-max

I Find maximum element in non-negative vector q is equivalent to
maxu∈∆ u · q

I ∆ is the unit simplex

I u will concentrate on one corner of ∆

I Anneal with entropy: maxu∈∆ u · q +H(u)/β

I Easy to see solution as ui ∝ exp(βqi)

I In other words, adding entropic annealing to max gives us
soft-max

I In standard multiclass classification, benefit of soft-max is
continuous differentiability

I Can backprop to downstream model components
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NSoft multifocal attention

I Recall qqq = 〈qi1(yi), . . . , qin(yi)〉 is the vector of supports for yi
I Add entropy term to amx to get smx:

smxK(q) = max
u∈∆K

[
q · u− 1

β

∑

i

ui log ui

]

I Here ∆K is the K-simplex: u ≥ ~0 and ‖u‖1 = K

I smxK can be computed easily and is differentiable

HW Apply to fine typing and other applications where softmax gives
excessively skewed attention

max softmax

amxK smxK
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NSoft multifocal attention

I Note amxK(qqq) = max~0≤zzz≤~1 zzz · qqq s.t.
∑

j zj = K

I Replace amxK with soft K-max
smxK(qqq) = max~0≤zzz≤~1 zzz · qqq−

∑
j zj log zj︸ ︷︷ ︸

entropy

s.t.
∑

j zj = K

I Generalizes softmax

I Used to train model weights inside Ψ,Φ
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Multifocal attention results
System Alias-entity map Accuracy%

Lazic et al. [10] Older KG 86.4
Our baseline Latest KG 87.9
Single link Latest KG 88.2
Multifocal Latest KG 89.5

Chisholm+ 2015 YAGO 88.7
Our baseline YAGO+KG 85.2
Single link YAGO+KG 86.6
Multifocal YAGO+KG 91.0
Multifocal KG+HP 92.7

I Accuracy depends on alias-to-entity fanout

I For each alias-entity map, single-link and multifocal best

I Baseline and single link degrade when alias map changes from
KG to YAGO+KG (larger ambiguity), but multifocal improves

I Similar consistent gains in TAC 2010, 2011, 2012
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Using entity embeddings [16]

I Three-part optimization

I Overall likelihood fitted through simultaneous maximization
L = Lw + Le + La
Word-word: Lw, standard word2vec on text corpus
Entity-entity: Le, as expressed through KG
Word-entity: La, connecting mention context words and entity

embeddings

I e, e′ are related if there is a link between them in the KG, and
e 6= e′, in which case we want large

Le =
∑

e,e′
log Pr(e′|e), where

Pr(e′|e) =
exp(uuue · vvve′)∑
e exp(uuue · vvve)
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Using entity embeddings [16] (2)
I As in skip-gram, predict mention context words given focus

entity ID

I Let Me be mentions of entity e, m ∈Me be one mention, and
w ∈ m a mention word

La =
∑

e

∑

m∈Me

∑

w∈m
log Pr(w|e),

where Pr(w|e) =
exp(vvvw · uuue)∑
w′ exp(vvvw′ · uuue)

I As is common, softmax is replaced by negative samples
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Inference with coherence

I Given a document with many mention spots

I For each mention, compute context vector as average of
neighboring word vectors

I (Nothing more fancy like convnet or RNN)

I Set initial entity labels using cosine with context vectors

I Now define the coherence of an entity with others as average
cosine between entity vectors

I Reassign most incoherent labels in a second step

I Crude two-step loopy BP?
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Joint word-entity embeddings: NED results [16]

Micro
accuracy

Macro
accuracy

CoNLL (PPRforNED) 93.1 92.6
CoNLL (YAGO) 91.5 90.9
TAC 2010 85.2 -

Table 2: Experimental results of our proposed
NED method.

CoNLL

(Micro)

CoNLL

(Macro)

TAC10

(Micro)

Yamada et al., 2016 93.1 92.6 85.2
Hoffart et al., 2011 82.5 81.7 -
He et al., 2013 85.6 84.0 81.0
Chisholm & Hachey, 2015 88.7 - 80.7
Pershina et al., 2015 91.8 89.9 -

Table 3: Accuracy scores of the proposed method
and the state-of-the-art methods.

• Pershina et al. (Pershina et al., 2015) im-
proved NED by modeling coherence using
the personalized page rank algorithm, and
achieved the best-known accuracy on the
CoNLL dataset.

4.3.3 Results

Table 2 shows the experimental results of our pro-
posed method. Our method successfully achieved
enhanced performance on both the CoNLL and the
TAC 2010 datasets. Moreover, we found that the
choice of candidate generation method consider-
ably affected performance on the CoNLL dataset.

Further, Table 3 shows the experimental results
of our proposed method as well as those of state-
of-the-art methods. Our method outperformed all
the state-of-the-art methods on both datasets.

4.3.4 Feature Study

We conducted a feature study on our method. We
began with base features, added various features
to our system incrementally, and reported their im-
pact on performance. We then introduced our two-
step approach to achieve the final results.

Table 4 shows the results. Surprisingly, we
attained results comparable with those of some
state-of-the-art methods on the both datasets by
only using base features. Adding string similarity
features slightly further improved performance.

We observed significant improvement when
adding textual context features based on our pro-
posed embedding. Our method outperformed

Micro
accuracy

Macro
accuracy

CoNLL (PPRforNED):
Base 85.4 87.4
+String similarity 85.8 87.8
+Textual context 90.9 92.4
+Coherence 91.4 92.1
Two-step 93.1 92.6
CoNLL (YAGO):
Base 81.1 83.6
+String similarity 81.3 84.2
+Textual context 87.2 89.6
+Coherence 90.3 90.8
Two-step 91.5 90.9
TAC 2010:
Base 80.1 -
+String similarity 81.7 -
+Textual context 84.6 -
+Coherence 85.5 -
Two-step 85.2 -

Table 4: The results of our feature study.

some state-of-the-art methods without using co-
herence.

Further, coherence based on unambiguous en-
tity mentions and our two-step approach sig-
nificantly improved performance on the CoNLL
dataset. However, it did not contribute to perfor-
mance on the TAC 2010 dataset. This was because
of the significant difference in the density of en-
tity mentions between the datasets. The CoNLL
dataset contains approximately 20 entity mentions
per document, but the TAC 2010 only contains ap-
proximately one mention per document which is
unarguably insufficient to model coherence.

4.3.5 Error Analysis

We also conducted an error analysis on the
CoNLL test set with candidate generation using
PPRforNED dataset. We observed that approx-
imately 48.6% errors were caused bymetonymy
mentions (Ling et al., 2015) (i.e., mentions with
more than one plausible annotation). In particu-
lar, our NED method often erred when an incor-
rect entity was highly popular and exactly matched
the mention surface (e.g., “South Africa” referring
to the entitySouth Africa national rugby union
team rather than the entitySouth Africa). This
makes sense because our machine learning model
uses the popularity statistics of the KB (i.e., prior
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Attention on mention context [6]

I Jointly pre-embed all words w and entities e in training corpus
(Wikipedia, say) to (focus) embeddings xw, xe

I Given a mention m with candidates Γ(m), mention context c
mentioning entity e ∈ Γ(m), for each word w in the context,
compute the importance of w as

u(w) = max
e∈Γ(m)

x>e AAAxw,

where AAA is a global (diagonal) matrix to be trained

I Intention: u(w) should be large if w is strongly associated with
at least one candidate entity, otherwise small

I Sort by decreasing u(w) and prune context to top-K

I Now let surviving context words compete for attention:

β(w) = exp
(
u(w)

) /∑
w′ exp

(
u(w′)

)
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Attention on mention context [6] (2)
I Compute similarity between xe and xw and add up, weighted by

attention:

Ψ(e, c) =
∑

w β(w) x>e BBBxw ,

where BBB is another global diagonal matrix to be trained

I Note, very frugal model so far, only 2D model weights, where
embeddings are in RD

I Finally, combine with (empirical) mention prior Pr(e|m):

Ψ(e,m, c) = N
(
Ψ(e, c), log Pr(e|m)

)
,

where N is a 2-layer fully-connected network with 100 hidden
units and ReLU nonlinearities
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Attention on mention context [6] (3)
I For training, use standard hinge loss

argmin
AAA,BBB,N,...

∑

m

∑

e∈Γ(m)

[
♣−Ψ(e∗,m, c) + Ψ(e,m, c)

]
+
,

where ♣ is a tuned margin

I Local attention model results:
Methods AIDA-test-b

Mention prior Pr(e|m) 71.9
(Lazic et al., 2015) 86.4

(Yamada et al., 2016) 87.2
(Globerson et al., 2016) 87.9

Ganea+ (local, K=100, R=50) 88.8

I Network N benefits from nonlinearity
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Document-level deep model

I Now we bring back in global coherence between entity labels

I For a whole document, let eee,mmm,ccc be the sequence of n entity
labels, mentions, and contexts

I Fully connected pairwise random field

g(eee,mmm,ccc) =
1

n

∑

i

Ψ(ei,mi, ci) +
1(
n
2

)
∑

i < j

Φ(ei, ej),

where Φ(e, e′) = x>e CCCxe′

I Note, all mention pairs

I CCC is another diagonal weight matrix to be trained

I Inference amounts to finding argmaxeee g(eee,mmm,ccc), given observed
mmm,ccc

I Again solved using (max-product) message-passing
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NMessage passing details

I In iteration t, mention mi votes for entity candidate e′ ∈ Γ(mj)
using outgoing (log) message

mt+1
i→j(e

′) = max
e∈Γ(mi)

[
Ψ(e,mi, ci) + Φ(e, e′) +

∑

k 6=j
mt
k→i(e)

]

I The incoming messages would ordinarily be just log-beliefs:

mt
i→j(e) = log softmax

(
mt
i→j(e)

)

I In practice, damping with δ ∈ (0, 1] helps stability and
convergence:

mt
i→j(e) = log

[
δ softmax

(
mt
i→j(e)

)
+ (1− δ) exp(mt−1

i→j(e))
]
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NMessage passing details (2)
I Unroll BP to T time steps, resulting in final beliefs

µi(e) = Ψ(e,mi, ci) +
∑

k 6=i
mT
k→i(e)

µi(e) =
exp
(
µi(e)

)
∑

e′∈Γ(mi)
exp
(
µi(e)

)

I Given the above inference procedure, we can use it for training
as well

I Given gold entity labels, express hinge loss wrt final beliefs:

argmin
AAA,BBB,CCC,N

∑

m

∑

e∈Γ(m)

[
♠− µi(e∗) + µi(e)

]
+

I Hinge loss assessed wrt per-variable marginals

I Everything is still end-to-end (sub)differentiable
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NMessage passing details (3)
I May be simpler (but possibly less accurate) than sampling

negative instances and expressing objective as hinge loss
corresponding to

∀eee− : g(eee+,mmm,ccc) ≥ g(eee−,mmm,ccc) +♠
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Ganea et al.: global results

Global method AIDA-test-b

(Huang et al., 2015) 86.6
(Ganea et al., 2016) 87.6

(Chisholm and Hachey, 2015) 88.7
(Guo and Barbosa, 2016) 89.0
(Globerson et al., 2016) 91.0
(Yamada et al., 2016) 91.5

Ganea+ (global) 92.22±0.14
I Impressive gains with very few model weights!

I Even more impressive that tail entities work out so well

I OTOH the whole network is quite complex; quite a wonder that
backprop through such hostile functions works so well to
depth O(T )

I Many potential bad choices for AAA,BBB,N ; would be good to know
how robust the design is
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Relation extraction
(Includes slides from Partha Talukdar)
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Introduction: Relation Extraction

Definition: A relation is defined in the form of r(e1, e2), where the
ei are entities in a predefined relation r. Easily extended to n-ary
relations (events).

Examples

I isAcquiredBy relationship between pairs of companies, e.g.,
isAcquiredby(Google, YouTube)

I isAppointedCeoOf relationship between a person and company

I geneCausesDisease between gene and disease

Types

I ?(e1, e2)

I r(e1, ?)

I r(?, ?)

I Macro (corpus-level) vs Micro (sentence-level)
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Example relations

I “is acquired by” relationship between pairs of companies

I “is appointed CEO of” relationship between a person and
company,

I “is employee of” relationship between a person and an
organization

I ACE Task
I “located at”
I “near”,
I “part”,
I “role”,
I “social”

over pairs from five top-level entity types “person”,
“organization”, “facility”, “location”, and, “geo-political entity”.

I BioCreAtIvE II Protein-Protein Interaction
I gene-disease relations,
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Example relations (2)
I protein-protein interaction, and
I subcellular regularizations

Closed domain relation extraction means, for each relation type,
we collect some training examples. I.e., human effort scales with
the number of distinct relation types we want to recognize.
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Dominant Approaches to Relationship Extraction

I Supervised
I For each relation type, we collect annotated sentences as training

examples.
I Preferred approach if the types of relations of interest is a small set
I Pros: Several effective methods: CRF, LSTM, Bi-LSTM etc. Works

quite well when enough training data is available.
I Cons: Human effort required scales with the number of distinct

relation types. Not feasible at scale.

I Weakly-supervised
I Supervision is provided at the relation instance level, not annotated

sentences (next slide).
I Pros: Supervision size is small and easy to provide. Much more

scalable and practical.
I Cons: There is more noise in the resulting training data, results in a

more challenging learning problem.
I State-of-the-art is at around 40% Precision at 30% recall → lot of

headroom for improvement
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(Weak) supervision setup

Given a corpus D, set of relationship types r1, . . . rk, entity types
Tr1, Tr2 forming arguments of relationship type r, and a seed set S
of examples of the form (Ei1, Ei2, ri) 1 ≤ i ≤ N indicating that
Ei1 has relationship ri with Ei2.

E1 E2 r Label
Alon Halevy Anhai Doan IsPhDAdvisorOf +

Donald Knuth Andrei Broder IsPhDAdvisorOf +
Jeff Ullman Surajit Chaudhari IsPhDAdvisorOf +
Alon Halevy Dan Suciu IsPhDAdvisorOf -

Google YouTube Acquired +
Google Yahoo! Acquired -

Microsoft Powerset Acquired +
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Sources of relation extraction features

I Surface tokens and their shapes

I Part of speech and chunk tags

I Constituency and dependency parses

I Word, type, relation embeddings (later)
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Surface Tokens

The tokens around and in-between the two entities often hold
strong clues for relationship extraction.

〈Company〉 Kosmix 〈/Company〉 is located in the 〈Location〉
Bay Area 〈/Location〉

A “is situated” relationship between a Company entity and
Location entity indicated by token “located” and bigram tokens
“located in”

. . . the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, which is in
the front line of the world’s response to the deadly 〈Disease〉
Ebola 〈/Disease〉 epidemic in 〈Location〉 Zaire 〈/Location〉,

A “outbreak” relationship between a disease and location is
indicated by keyword “epidemic”.
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Part of speech tags

Verbs in a sentence are key to defining the relationship between
entities, that are typically nouns or noun phrases.

〈Location〉 The University of Helsinki 〈/Location〉 hosts
〈Conference〉 ICML 〈/Conference〉 this year.

Word “hosts” as a verb is a clue..

The/DT University/NNP of/IN Helsinki/NNP hosts/VBZ
ICML/NNP this/DT year/NN
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Syntactic parse tree structure

〈Location〉 Haifa 〈/Location〉, located 53 miles from
〈Location〉 Tel Aviv 〈/Location〉 will host 〈Conference〉 ICML
〈/Conference〉 in 2010.

This tree brings “ICML” closer to “Haifa” than “Tel Aviv” because
“Haifa” is the head of the noun phrase “Haifa, located 53 miles
from Tel Aviv” which forms the subject of the verb phrase “will
host ICML in 2010”.
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Syntactic parse tree structure

(ROOT

(S

(NP

(NP (NNP Haifa))

(VP (VBN located)

(PP

(NP (CD 53) (NNS miles))

(IN from)

(NP (NNP Tel) (NNP Aviv)))))

(VP (MD will)

(VP (VB host)

(NP

(NP (NNP ICML))

(PP (IN in)

(NP (CD 2010))))))))
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Dependency graph

Links each word to the words that depend on it

Figure: Dependency parse of a sentence.

I Verb “host” is linked to by both “Haifa” a location entity and
with “ICML” a conference entity and this directly establishes a
close connection between them

I In contrast, the path between ICML and Tel Aviv goes through
“Haifa” and “Located”.
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Dependency parsing

chased

O OSS SD D

ran

S

Mary

O

cat

snake

a

the

O S

D

chased

O

S

Mary

S

D O

catthe

D D

D S

Sp

D
O

a

O

chased

the    cat    chased    a    snake

I    had    a    party    for    my    brother    at    our    house    on    Tuesday

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

S S

O

snakecatthe

D D

Os

Ds Mp Ds Ds J

JJ

Mp

EV

I Links tokens in sentence

I Edges encode purpose of syntax
I Often used for slot filling :

I Which company bought out which company?
I For how much money?
I How much in stocks vs. cash?
I Where did the accident happen?
I How many were injured?
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Dependency graph examples

S1 =

=S2

Protesters stations workers

Troops churches ministers

seized   several   pumping , holding   127   Shell hostage .

recently   have   raided , warning to   stop   preaching .

I Observe similarity in graph structure despite no word-based
similarity

I Essential to link multiple agents in different relationships within
same sentence
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Path kernel
Relation Instance Shortest Path in Undirected Dependency Graph

S1: protesters AT stations protesters −→ seized←− stations
S1: workers AT stations workers −→ holding←− protesters −→ seized←− stations
S2: troops AT churches troops −→ raided←− churches
S2: ministers AT churches ministers −→ warning←− troops −→ raided←− churches

I Hypothesis: (Undirected) path connecting entities e1 and e2 in
dependency graph largely determines if relation R(e1, e2) holds

I (Also need type info e1 ∈ T1 = person, e2 ∈ T2 = location)

I To generalize beyond specific words, coarsen path representation
into word categories




protesters
NNS
Noun

Person


× [→]×




seized
VBD
Verb


× [←]×




stations
NNS
Noun

Facility
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Path kernel (2)
I How about “He never went to Paris”
I Next: need to define similarity (kernel) K(~x, ~y) between two

such paths
I his → actions ← in ← Brcko
I his → arrival ← in ← Beijing

I Corresponding sequences of sets are
I ~x = (x1, . . . , x7) where x1 = {his,PRP,Person}, x2 = {→}, x3 =
{actions,NNS,Noun}, x4 = {←}, x5 = {in, IN}, x6 = {←}, x7 =
{Brcko,NNP,Noun, Location}

I ~y = (y1, . . . , y7) where y1 = {his,PRP,Person}, y2 = {→}, y3 =
{arrival,NNS,Noun}, y4 = {←}, y5 = {in, IN}, y6 = {←}, y7 =
{Beijing,NNP,Noun, Location}

I For starters, no stretching or compression: K(~x, ~y) = 0 unless
the sequences have the same number of sets in them; i.e., if
~x = (x1, . . . , xm) and ~y = (y1, . . . , yn), K(x, y) > 0 only if
m = n
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Path kernel (3)
I In which case,

K
(
(x1, . . . , xn), (y1, . . . , yn)

)
=

n∏

i=1

|xi ∩ yi|

I In the example, K(~x, ~y) = 3× 1× 1× 1× 2× 1× 3 = 18

I Now use standard SVM classifier
I Works well for NIST’s ACE-style tasks

I Entity types are Person, Organization, Facility, Location, and
GeopoliticalEntity

I Relation types are Role, Part, Located, Near, and Social
I 7646 intra-sentencial relations
I Precision 66–72%, recall 39–44%, F1 51–53%
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Weak Supervision Method Type 1: Bootstrapping

I Start with a small table of known facts
Isaac Asimov The Robots of Dawn
David Brin Startide Rising
James Gleick Chaos: Making a New Science
Charles Dickens Great Expectations
William Shakespeare The Comedy of Errors

I Find mentions of known authors and books in the corpus:

The Robots of Dawn is a “whodunit” science fiction novel by
Isaac Asimov, first published in 1983. It is part of Asimov’s
Robot series.

I Induce and evaluate patterns on known data
I *prefix, author, middle, title, suffix*
I <LI><B>title</B> by author (
I <i>title</i> by author (

I Find matches to patterns over corpus (scan/index?)
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Weak Supervision Method Type 1: Bootstrapping (2)
I Import confident extractions into database

I Rinse and repeat

1: input seed tuples {(ei1, ei2), i = 1, . . . , n}
2: while database not big enough do
3: find snippets in corpus where seed tuples are mentioned
4: tag entities in snippets
5: generate new patterns L, t1, C, t2, R or L, t2, C, t1, R
6: apply new patterns over whole corpus
7: import newly extracted tuples into database

I Brin bootstrapped as follows: 5 facts → 199 occurrences → 3
patterns → 4047 proposed facts → 105 more patterns → 9369
proposed facts

I Quality control needed
I Which extracted tuples are likely to be correct?
I Which patterns are sufficiently reliable and useful?
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Weak Supervision Method Type 1: Bootstrapping (3)
I Use some notion like precision or F1 as pattern confidence Conf(P ),

e.g.,

Conf(P ) =
n+

n+ + n−
,

where n+ (n−) is the number of known true (false) statements
matched by P
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More pattern examples
Organization e1 Location of headquarters e2

Microsoft Redmond
Exxon Irving
IBM Armonk
Boeing Seattle
Intel Santa Clara

I e1’s headquarters in e2

I e2-based e1

I e1, e2
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How to represent patterns
Organization e1 ∈ t1 Headquarter location e2 ∈ t2
Microsoft Redmond
Exxon Irving
IBM Armonk
Boeing Seattle
Intel Santa Clara

I L = {(the, 0.2)}
I t1 = location

I C = {(-, 0.5), (based, 0.5)}
I t2 = organization

I R = {}
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How to induce and evaluate patterns

I Pattern generated by clustering contexts of known facts

I Keep a held-out set of verified true and false is-a statements

I Apply pattern P on held-out statements

I Use some notion like precision or F1 as pattern confidence
Conf(P ), e.g.,

Conf(P ) =
n+

n+ + n−
,

where n+ (n−) is the number of known true (false) statements
matched by P
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Pattern match

I Two patterns P1 = (L1, a1, C1, b1, R) and
P2 = (L2, a2, C2, b2, R2) have nonzero match only if a1 = a2

and b1 = b2

I In that case, the match score is

Match(P1, P2) = L1 · L2 + C1 · C2 +R1 ·R2

i.e., sum of dot products of word bags

I Can scale to make it a belief between 0 and 1, or threshold it
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Confidence of match

1−
∏

P

(
1− Conf(P ) Match(P, S)

)

I P is a pattern

I S is a snippet containing e1 ∈ t1, e2 ∈ t2
I A soft-or formulation

I Can iterate between match and pattern confidence using EM
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Weak Supervision Method Type 2: Distant Supervision
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Relation Extraction using Distant Supervision Example

Figure: Example of an Instance Set in Distant Supervision training set

I Disadvantage: Noisy labelled data
I Advantage: Large amount of labelled data at very low cost 182 / 305



Multi-instance multi-label relation extraction

Sentence Latent Label

Narendra Modi is the current Prime Min-
ister of India.

EmployedBy

Obama was born in the United States
just as he has always said.

BornIn

Indian Prime Minister Modi meets with
Chinese Vice President Xi Jinping today.

EmployedBy

Obama ran for the United States Senate
in 2004.

-

I DB = { BornIn(Obama, United States), EmployedBy(Modi,
India), EmployedBy(Jinping, China) }

I Multiple relations; each sentence may support 0 or 1 relation
between two entities mentioned in it

I Multiple relations may hold between entities e1, e2, evidenced in
different sentences
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Multi-instance multi-label relation extraction (2)
I If a relation r holds between entities e1, e2, then at least one

sentence has to support with evidence

I If relation r does not hold between entities e1, e2, then there can
be no evidence sentence

I Assuming all sentences are evidence of some relation pollutes
training data
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Generative story

I N is the number of entity pairs

I Entity pair qi = (eis, eio) has latent label
`̀̀i ∈ {−1,+1}R

I R is the number of relations

I Latent labels are noisily sampled into
observed labels yyyi ∈ {−1, 0,+1}R

I Using a 2× 3 probability table

I 0 means there is no supervised label

I Entity pair qi has mention contexts Mi

I Context (i,m) chooses to express 0 or 1
label from `̀̀i, expressed in zim

I Latent sentence label zim controls the
generation of the observed sentence
features xim

xim

zim ∈ [0, R]

`̀̀i ∈ {−1,+1}R

yyyi ∈ {−1, 0,+1}R

|Mi|

N
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Simplified (conditional) story: MIML-RE

I Assume completely supervised yyyi ∈ {−1,+1}
I I.e., `̀̀i has no role, or collapsed with yyyi
I During training, yyyi and xxxi = {xim} known
I Parameterization:

I wwwz used to predict zim from xim
I A regular logistic regression with hand-picked features from xim
I wwwy used to combine zzzi = {zim} across mentions m into ŷyyi and

minimize loss wrt yyyi
I Logistic regression with (features derived from) zzzi as input and each

yir as output

I Apart from `̀̀i disappearing, directions of arrows no longer as in
generative story

I Use hard-EM:
I During the hard-E step, re-estimate each zim while holding all other

zim′ (and wwwz,wwwy) fixed
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Simplified (conditional) story: MIML-RE (2)
I With re-estimated {zzzi}, quite simple to re-estimate wwwz,wwwy in a

standard M-step

I For the hard-E step:

p(zim, yyyi|xxxi;wwwz,wwwy) ≈ p(zim|xim,wwwz)p(yyyi|zzzi\m,wwwy)
≈ p(zim|xim;wwwz)

∏

r

p(yir|zzzi\m;wyr)

I Here zzzi\m denotes zzzi with the mth element replaced with zim
I Hard-E step amounts to setting

z∗im = argmax
zim∈[0,R]

p(zim, yyyi|xxxi;wwwz,wwwy)
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Simplified (conditional) story: MIML-RE (3)
I For the M step

www∗z ← argmax
wwwz

∑

i

∑

m∈Mi

log p(z∗im|xim;wwwz)

∀r : w∗yr ← argmax
wyr

log p(yir|zzz∗ir;wyr)

I Features for wwwz include
I Head words and shapes of entity mentions
I Dependency path between entity mentions
I Sequence of POS tags between entity mentions

I Features for wyr include
I “At least one” feature: maxm~zim = r�
I Correlations between relation labels: feature for r′ 6= r is∑

m~zim = r′� (need to read code to know exactly how these
features are defined)
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MultiR

I qi = (ei1, ei2) ∈ E × E is the ith entity pair

I Boolean random variable Yir for each relation r, representing if
r(ei1, ei2) is true

I Sentence xim ∈Mi mentions both entities

I Random multiway variable Zim ∈ [0, R] as before

I Problems for different i are isolated except shared model
weights; will hide i when possible

p(yyy,zzz|xxx; θ) ∝
∏

m

φextract(zm, xm; θ)
∏

r

φjoin
r (yr, zzz)

I φjoin is a deterministic OR:

φjoin
r (1, zzz) =

∨
m~zm = r�

φjoin
r (0, zzz) =

∧
r~zm 6= r�
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MultiR (2)
I φextract is a standard log-linear model:

φextract(zm, xm; θ) = exp (θ · f(zm, xm))

I Perceptron update pseudocode:

1: while model improves do
2: for each instance (xxxi, yyyi) do
3: yyy′, zzz′ ← argmaxyyy,zzz p(yyy,zzz|xxxi; θ)
4: if yyyi 6= yyy′ then
5: zzz∗ ← argmaxzzz p(zzz|xxxi, yyyi; θ)
6: θ ← θ + f(xxxi, zzz

∗)− f(xxxi, zzz
′)

I How to find argmaxzzz p(zzz|xxxi, yyyi; θ)?

I I.e., given mentions and global label constraints, how to assign
labels zim to individual mentions?
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MultiR (3)
I Construct a bipartite graph for instance i:

I On the left, one node for each mention sentence m
I On the right, one node for each relation r where yir = 1
I Edge weight between m and r is φextract(xim, r; θ)

I Select a subset of edges such that
I Sum of edge weights is maximized
I Each node m is incident on exactly (at most?) one selected edge
I Each node r is incident on at least one selected edge

I First compute maximum weighted bipartite matching

I Then select edges for nodes not incident on any selected edge

I Takes ∼ (R+ |Mi|)
[
R|Mi|+ (R+ |Mi|) log(R+ |Mi|)

]
time
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Back to the semisupervised scenario

I I.e., with latent `̀̀i and observed yyyi (during training)

I Parameterization changes from wwwz,wwwy in MIML-RE to wwwz,www`
I The connection between ` and y is enforced by the 6-cell table
p(y|`); looks like this was not trained

` ↓
y → −1 0 +1
−1 0 1 0
+1 0 1/2 1/2

I During inference, no point using this table to predict 0, so

z∗im = argmax
z∈[0,R]

p(z|xim;wwwz)

y∗ir = argmax
y∈{−1,1}

p(y|zzz∗i ;www`)

I During training, we now have latent variables `̀̀ in addition to zzz;
for both use hard-E step
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Back to the semisupervised scenario (2)
I Will greedily fix `̀̀ first by snapping y = 0 cases to ±1, then fix zzz

I Per-instance average number of “on” relations:

µ =
1

N

N∑

i=1

R∑

r=1

~yir = +1�

I Need to stabilize `̀̀ to stay close to this average

I Find `̀̀ to approximately maximize

log p(`̀̀|yyy,xxx;wwwz,www`)

= const. + log p(yyy|̀`̀)− large

[∑

r

~`r = +1�− µ
]2

+ log p(`̀̀|xxx;wwwz,www`)
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Back to the semisupervised scenario (3)
1: `̀̀ ← yyy
2: if `r = 0 then
3: Replace with `r ← −1

4: Let R+ = {r : `r = +1} and R− = {r : `r = −1}
5: while |R+| < µ do /* |R+| > µ handled analogously */
6: Find r ∈ R− with smallest p(Lr = 1|̀`̀\r,xxx;wwwz,www`)
7: Set `r ← +1

I Does not seem to attempt a tradeoff between staying close to µ
and enhancing compatibility between ` and y

I I.e., large assumed to be very large

I Fixing zzz and then wwwz,www` same as MIML-RE
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Neural Networks for Distant Supervision

I Prior to Neural Networks, all techniques utilised carefully
curated NLP features for relation prediction.

I Extraction of traditional NLP features may creep in additional
errors into the pipeline.

I Sentences encountered in relation extraction problem are on an
average more than 40 words, which might lead to higher errors
in NLP feature extraction [11].

I To avoid errors in feature extraction from NLP pipeline, most
modern systems use neural networks for extraction the features.
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Piecewise Convolution Neural Network (PCNN)

I PCNN adapts CNN-based relation extraction [10] to the distant
supervision setting.

I CNNs are used to extract sentence features.

I Sentence features are then processed by a novel piecewise
pooling method to preserve structural features of the sentence.

I Final features are then processed using a linear layer followed by
softmax to generate probability of a given relation for an entity
pair.
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Piecewise Convolution Neural Network (PCNN) (2)

Figure: The architecture of PCNNs used for distant supervised relation
extraction, illustrating the procedure for handling one instance of a
bag and predicting the relation between Kojo Annan and Kofi Annan
(Image from original paper)
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Piecewise Convolution Neural Network (PCNN) (3)
I Let Qi:j ∈ R(j−i+1)×d be the concatenation of word vectors

from qi to qj
I Each word vector qi is concatenation of word2vec embedding

and the position embedding of the word.

I Convolution is a dot product between a filter Ω ∈ Rn×d and each
consecutive n-gram in a stacked sequence of word vectors Q

I Dot product ci ∈ R is defined as:

ci = Ω×Qi−n+1:i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k + n− 1

I Resulting CΩ,Q = 〈c1, . . . , ck+n−1〉 is the embedding for the
sentence.

I Maxpooling helps NN to go from variable sized sentences to
fixed sized representations.
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Piecewise Convolution Neural Network (PCNN) (4)
I To preserve structural features in a sentence, piecewise

maxpooling is performed.

I Maxpooled pΩ,Q ∈ R corresponding to filter w is obtained as
follows.

pΩ,Q = 〈max(s[o,e1]),max(s[e1,e2]),max(s[e2,−1])〉

where s[i,j] is [ci, ci+1 . . . cj ] and e1, e2 are the locations of the
entities in the sentence.

I Maxpooled sentence representation is further processed using
non-linearity layer, linear layer, followed by softmax layer to
predict the relation label. [11]
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PCNN Performance Comparison

Figure: Performance comparison of the PCNN method with traditional
approaches (Image from original paper)
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Neural Relation Extraction (NRE) with Selective Attention over Instances

I PCNN model used a single sentence with highest relation
probability to predict the label for an instance-set.

I Using single sentence from a bag to predict relation label, misses
crucial information from other sentences for multi-relation
prediction.

I NRE [6] devises an attention mechanism to aggregate
information from various sentence to form a single instance set
representation.
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Neural Relation Extraction (NRE) with Selective Attention over Instances (2)
I Suppose instance set S contains n sentences x1, x2 . . . xn.

I Representation for this instance set(s) is made as follows:

s =
∑

αixi

I Attention values α is defined as:

αi =
exp(ei)∑
1,k exp(ek)

, ei = xiAr

Where, A,r are parameters to be learned. A is a weighted
diagonal matrix, and r is the query vector associated with
relation r.

I Similar to PCNN, instance set representation (s) is then used as
an input to a linear layer followed by softmax to predict multiple
relations for each entity-pair.
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Neural Relation Extraction with Selective Attention over
Instances

Figure: The architecture of sentence-level attention-based CNN, where xi
& xi indicate the original sentence for an entity pair and its
corresponding sentence representation, αi is the weight given by
sentence-level attention, and s indicates the representation of the
sentence set (Image from original paper)
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Neural Relation Extraction with Selective Attention over Instances

Figure: Performance comparison of the NRE method with traditional
approaches (Image from original paper)
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Querying KG and annotated corpus
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Paradigms of KG and corpus search

I Assuming information sources are consolidated into a KG, and
queries are provided in a structured graphical form, retrieve and
rank response subgraphs [26]

I Compile well-formed question into a structured graph
interpretation of a query, then execute it on KG [6, 42, 5]

I Annotate corpus with entity and type mentions, then rank
entities in response to weakly structured keyword queries [9, 17]

I Combine KG and corpus to jointly rank entities in response to
well-formed or keyword queries [24, 39, 34]
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Database and KG search overview

I Text search in RDBMS
I WHIRL [13], DBXplorer [2], DISCOVER [23], BANKS [7]

I Text search in graph data
I Text+XML: ELIXIR [12], XIRQL [19], BANKS, NAGA [26, 25]

I Proximity search
I ObjectRank [4], HubRank [10], NetRank [1]

I Semantic query interpretation [6, 41, 42]
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NAGA data fragment

“Angela Merkel”

Angela_Merkel

isAisA

means

Physicist

Politician

“Germany”

Germany

means

politicianOf

Scientist

subClassOf

Person

subClassOf

isA

state

subClassOf

Entity
subClassOf

0.980.98

0.99

0.99 0.99

0.95

0.950.95

c
la
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“Angela Dorothea Merkel”

means
0.98

Organization

subClassOf
0.99subClassOf

0.99

Figure 3: Example fragment of the knowledge graphI “Means”, “is-a” from NE tagging, disambiguation
I “Subclass of” from WordNet, Wikipedia
I “Politician of” from relation extraction, Wikipedia
I Edge scores derived from trustworthiness of source page and

accuracy/confidence of extraction
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Sample NAGA queries

Politician $x Scientist

Pianist

1858

Both politician and scientist

$x

IsA IsA

Max Planck

IsA

BornInYearBornInYear

Pianist born in the same year as Max Plank

Africa $x River

River located in Africa

LocatedIn* IsA
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Answer graph search and scoring overview

I Each edge in query graph is a fact template

I Some nodes are bound to constants, others like ?x are variables
to be instantiated

I Edges also generally have labels or regular expressions to be
matched in data graph

I An answer graph is a subgraph of KG that satisfies all label
constraints on nodes and edges of the query graph, and binds all
variables to ground values in KG

I Multiple answer graphs may be found, in which case they must
be scored and ranked
I Prefer confident answers where all KG claims have large probability
I Prefer informative/specific answers: Einstein is-a physicist better

than human
I Prefer compact connections, e.g., how are Einstein and Bohr

related?
I Einstein and Tom Cruise are/were both vegetarians
I Tom Cruise was born the year Bohr died
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NFact template and answer graph

I A query is a connected directed graph Q = (V,E, LV , LE , U)

I V is a set of vertices

I E ⊂ V × V is a set of edges

I LV is a set of node labels

I LE is a set of relation (edge) labels

I U is a set of variables

I Each vertex v ∈ V is assigned a label `(v) ∈ LV ∪ U
I Each edge e ∈ E is assigned a label
`(e) ∈ RegEx(LE) ∪ U ∪ {connect}

I If an edge or vertex is labeled with a variable, we call that edge
or vertex unbound

I We disallow unbound edges between two unbound vertices

I Edge of query graph is called a fact template
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NFact template and answer graph (2)
I Matching path for a fact template (x, r, y) is a sequence of

edges m1 · · ·mn in the KG such that:
I If r is a variable then n = 1 and endpoints of m1 match x and y
I If r is a RegEx then `(m1) . . . `(mn) is in the regular language

defined by r
I If r = connect then m1 · · ·mn is an undirected path with

endpoints matching x, y

I Answer graph g is a subgraph of KG such that
I Each fact template of q has a matching path in the answer graph
I Each fact in g is part of one matching path
I Each vertex of q is bound to exactly one vertex of g
I (g may include additional vertices)
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NNAGA answer graph ranking

I Prefer confident answers, where quality of fact extraction is high

I Prefer informative answers: Prefer “Albert Einstein” is-a
physicist to “Albert Einstein” is-a scientist

I Prefer compact answers (as in BANKS)
I How are Einstein and Bohr related?
I Einstein and Tom Cruise were/are vegetarians
I Tom Cruise was born the year Bohr died

I Query q = q1 · · · qn, candidate answer graph g = g1 · · · gn
I Each qi is a fact template, gi is a grounded fact

I Want to model Pr(q|g) =
∏
i Pr(qi|g)

I Similar to probabilistic information retrieval (PIR) using
language models
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NNAGA answer graph ranking (2)
I g is like a “document” in PIR

Pr(qi|g) = αP̃r(qi|g) + (1− α)P̃r(qi|KG),

where α ∈ (0, 1) is a blender between generating qi from g vs.
whole KG

I Next we model

P̃r(qi|g) = β Prconf(qi|g) + (1− β) Prinfo(qi|g), β ∈ (0, 1)

I We can be confident that Einstein was both a Physicist and
politician, but he was much more of a Physicist

Prinfo(qi|g) =
∏

f∈match(qi,g)

Prfinfo(f |qi)

I Fact informativeness (finfo) depends on supporting witness
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NNAGA answer graph ranking (3)
I Given query template (x′, r′, y′) and fact f = (x, r, y),

Prfinfo(f |qi) =





Pr(x|r, y), if x′ is unbound in qi

Pr(y|r, x), if y′ is unbound in qi

Pr(r|x, y), if r′ is unbound in qi

Pr(x, y|r), if x′, y′ is unbound in qi

Pr(x, r|y), if x′, r′ is unbound in qi

Pr(r, y|x), if r′, y′ is unbound in qi

Pr(x, r, y), otherwise

I Empirically approximate

Pr(x, r, y) ≈ |W (x, r, y)|∑
x′,r′,y′ |W (x′, r′, y′)|

where W (· · · ) is the number of witness (pages)
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Followup to NAGA

I NAGA Project Site; other related projects, esp., DEANNA,
HYENA, STICS

I Much followup work after NAGA

I Efficient subgraph matching on billion node graphs [36]

I Learning to create data-integrating queries [38]

I Keyword Search on External Memory Data Graphs [14]

I BLINKS: ranked keyword searches on graphs [22]
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Graphs from desktop and enterprise search

Journal editor J must find reviewer R from a company for a
submitted paper P

I P shares words with papers P ′ written by R

I P cites papers P ′ written by R

I R works for organization O is-a company

I R and J have exchanged many emails

XML

index

holistic
hasWord hasWord

cites worksFor

wrote
sent

received

wrote
companyisA

P P′ R

J

Proximity may be decided by multiple paths
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Typed graphs are ubiquitous

I Web search with diversified link types: same/different-domain,
subdirectory, linked-from-blog, . . .

I Entities mentioned on Web pages, entity is-a type, Web pages
pertaining to topics, . . .

I Collaborative search: person liked movie, movie of-genre drama,
person tagged image with tag Hockey, image embedded-in page,
image has caption word meadow . . .

I XML and RDBMS-turned-into-graphs

I Confluence of structured and free-format, keyword-based search

I Many useful applications: product catalogs, software libraries,
even Web search
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Definitions of graph proximity

Several choices for ranking single nodes v in response to query
node u

Conductance/personalized PageRank: In a random walk with
restart at u, the steady-state probability of visiting v

Hitting time: H(u, v) is the expected number of steps to reach v
for the first time, starting from u.

Commute time: R(u, v) is the expected number of steps to go
from u to v back to u; by linearity of expectation,
R(u, v) = H(u, v) +H(v, u).

SimRank: Similarity between query node u and candidate node v
is (damped) average of (recursive) similarity of nodes a linking
to u and b linking to v

Escape probability: The probability that a random walk starting at
u reaches v before returning to u
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Proximity in entity-relationship graphs

I Node = entity (page), edge = relationship (hyperlink)
I Each edge (u, v) has edge conductance
C(v, u) = C(u→ v) = Pr(v|u)

I Uniform for standard PageRank
I From each node, teleport with probability 1− α
I If teleporting, go to node u with probability r(u)
I Overall PageRank equation pr = αCpr + (1− α)r
I Usually, given C, r, α, find pr offline
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Nice properties

Assume teleport δu to a single node u, and consider score of v

I v has large score if there is/are high-conductance path/s from u
to v . . . shortest path

I v has large score if there are many paths from u to v . . .
parallel paths

I v has large score if paths from u to v do not branch off to many
other nodes . . . avoid “postman hubs”
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An inverse problem

I Pair preference: “i ≺ j” means node i less preferred than node j

I Underlying generative assumption: Hidden C generated pr, and
nodes ordered in decreasing pr(v)

I Pair preferences sampled from this total order, presented to
algorithm

I (Training data may not follow assumption exactly; i.e., be noisy)

I Learner predicts u ≺ v or u � v for test node pair

I Also of interest: can learner recover C?

Ideally, training should generalize to test queries which involve
entirely different parts of the graph
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Edge types determine conductance

Person

works-for

Paper
cited in-reply-to

wrote
sent

Email

received

Company

i

j

β=2

β=3

β=3

Probability of 
following blue 
edge  out of i 
is 2/(2+3+3)

Teleport?

I Nodes have entity types: Person, Paper, Email, Company

I Edges have relation types: wrote, sent, cited, in-reply-to

I Edge e has type t(e) ∈ {1, . . . , T}
I Edge (u, v) of type
t(u, v) has weight
β(t(u, v)) and
conductance C(v, u)
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Query and learning model

XML

index

holistic
hasWord hasWord

cites worksFor

wrote
sent

received

wrote
companyisA

P P′ R

J

I Teleport vector r determined at query time

I Teleport into nodes that match query predicates

I May be updated dynamically by browsing results

I Given ≺ we want to estimate β1, . . . , βT , thereby estimating C

I C cannot be too complex thanks to global constraints via β
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NConductance matrix

I Create dummy node d

I Create edges (d, u) and (u, d) for each u

I Let 0 < α < 1 be the teleport probability

I Let rv be the probability of teleport to v

I Assuming no dead end,

C{α,β}(v, u) =





α β(t(u,v))∑
(u,w)∈E β(t(u,w)) , u 6= d, v 6= d

1− α, u 6= d, v = d

rv, u = d, v 6= d

0, otherwise
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NNetRank Optimization

I C is a function of β, i.e., C(β)

I Scaling all β by any positive factor keeps all C(·, ·) unchanged

I Find β ≥ ~1 such that
I p = C(β)p . . . quadratic constraints
I pi ≤ pj for all i ≺ j

I Replace constraint pi ≤ pj by a loss function loss(pi − pj)
I pi < pj =⇒ zero or small loss
I pi ≥ pj =⇒ large loss

I Margin? Want pi + 1 ≤ pj
I Scaling β has no effect on satisfying margin
I Works well without margin in practice
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NThree problems to solve

Design SmoothLoss(pu − pv)

huber(z) =





0, z < 0

z2/(2W ), z ∈ (0,W ]

z −W/2, z > W

Design ModelCost(β) (regularization)

I ModelCost(β) =
∑

t(β(t)− 1)2, or

I
∑

t,t′(β(t)− β(t′))2

Avoid quadratic constraints p = C(β)p

PageRank within Newton updates
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NModelCost(β): Parsimonious choice of β

I If β = ~1, we get unweighted Pagerank

I Therefore a reasonable ModelCost(β) =
∑

t(β(t)− 1)2

I In fact, we get unweighted Pagerank if all β(t) are equal, not
necessarily all equal to one

I Another choice is
∑

t,t′(β(t)− β(t′))2

I Discourages large multiplicative factors . . .
ModelCost(Kβ) = K2ModelCost(β)

I . . . but not additive terms:
ModelCost(β +K~1) = ModelCost(β)

I In practice these work about equally well
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NBreaking the p = C(β)p recursion

min
0<α<1
β≥0,p

ModelCost(β) +B
∑

i≺j
SmoothLoss(pu − pv)

subject to p = C{α,β} p

Approximate p ≈ CH p0 where H is a (possibly adaptive) horizon

min
0<α<1; β ≥ ~1

ModelCost(β)+

B
∑

i≺j
SmoothLoss

(
(CH p0)u − (CH p0)v

)

Can compute gradient wrt β similar to PageRank
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N0/1 loss and NetRank approximations
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I Synthetic data

I Trainer knows and fixes all but one βj
I Sweep over unknown βj and plot training loss

I Local minima possible, never seen

I True and smoothed global minima line up
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Convergence
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I Error in gradient decreases rapidly with PageRank-like iterations

I True and approximate losses decrease rapidly with Newton
iterations
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β estimation and learning performance
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I Fast training rate

I Robust to training noise

I Reconstructs β reasonably
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NetRank training performance
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I Scales linearly with |V | and |E|
I Scales linearly with |≺|
I Edge list and ≺ can be scanned from disk
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Dynamic personalized PageRank

I PageRank pr = αCpr + (1− α)r

I C learnt offline

I Sparse teleport r specified at query time

I Problem: takes too long to compute personalized PageRank pr
over large graphs at query time

I Goal: Quickly identify top-k elements of pr
I Interactive query time irrespective of |G|
I Index space can scale up as a small fraction of |G|
I Preprocessing time must be practical

I Solves to pr = (1− α)(I− αC)−1 r, linear in r

I ∴ pr1+r2 = pr1 + pr2 and pγr1 = γpr1
I If r = δu (r(u) = 1, r(v) = 0∀v 6= u), pδu is called PPVu

I Given PPVu ∀u, can compute pr for any r quickly
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Existing approaches vs. HubRank

I Query-time power iterations impractical for large graphs (too
slow even for CiteSeer graph)

I ObjectRank stores PPVw for “all” words w

I Vocabulary scales with V , impractical preprocessing time: 75k
nodes, 562k words → 22,000 CPU-hours

Key idea in HubRank:

I Based on query workload, carefully choose nodes H ⊂ V for
which PPVh is precomputed and stored

I At query time, do work somewhere in between instant lookup
and full-blown PageRank
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HubRank system diagram
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NAsynchronous PageRank

pr = αCpr + (1− α)r

q ← r, p← ~0
while |q| is large do

p← p+ (1− α)q
q ← αCq

q ← r, p← ~0
while some q(u) large do

q̂ ← q(u), q(u)← 0
p(u)← p(u) + (1− α)q̂
for (u, v) ∈ E do

q(v)← q(v) + αC(v, u)q̂

Advantage of asynchronous version is that it can use PPVs at hub
nodes
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NStopping at hubs

q ← r, p̂← ~0
while some q(u) is large do

q̂ ← q(u), q(u)← 0
if u ∈ H then

p̂← p̂+ q̂PPVu /* q̂ blocked */
else

p̂(u)← p̂(u) + (1− α)q̂
for (u, v) ∈ E do

q(v)← q(v) + αC(v, u)q̂ /* q̂ “pushed” */
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NProperties of HubRank

Correctness

I p̂+ pq is invariant across the while loop

I In the beginning, p̂ = ~0, q = r, pq = pr

I At the end, q ≈ ~0
∴ pq ≈ (1− α)(I− αC)−1~0 ≈ ~0
∴ p̂ ≈ pr

Termination

I Suppose we quit when ‖q‖1 < εpush

I Each iteration reduces ‖q‖1 by ≥ (1− α)εpush

I Begin with ‖q‖1 = ‖r‖1 (= 1 for legal teleports)

∴ At most ‖r‖1/(1− α)εpush loop iterations
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NA more efficient implementation

q ← r,NH,r ← ~0, BH,r ← ~0
while ‖q‖1 > εpush do

pick node u with largest q(u) > 0 /* delete-max */
q̂ ← q(u), q(u)← 0
if u ∈ H then

BH,r(u)← BH,r(u) + q̂ /* blocker score */
else

NH,r(u)← NH,r(u) + (1− α)q̂
for each out-neighbor v of u do

q(v)← q(v) + αC(v, u)q̂ /* increase-key */
return NH,r +

∑
h∈H BH,r(h) PPVh

NH,r(u) is PageRank transmitted from r to u bypassing H
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NCost-benefit consideration

If u is included in H,

I Will need space to store PPVu

I Will save pushes

How much? Depends on . . .

I How often residuals q reach from queries to u

I Which depends on what other nodes are in H

I Time needed to push weights out from u

I What other nodes are already in H

Estimate PushTime(H, δu, εpush) without pushing!

New models and algorithms to estimate query time benefits and
space cost
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NPushActive(H, δu, εpush)
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I PushActive(H, δu, εpush) is the number of distinct nodes from
which residual was pushed out

I Predicts PushTime(H, δu, εpush) remarkably well

§ PushActive(H, δu, εpush) known only after pushing
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NPathActive(H, δu, εpush)
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I Number of nodes reachable from u, avoiding H, on a path
having conductance at least εpush

I Good predictor of PushTime(H, δu, εpush)

I O(|V |2 log |V |+ |V | |E|) to compile ∀u, slow
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NCohenActive(H, δu, εpush)
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I Monte Carlo estimator for PathActive(H, δu, εpush)

I Takes expected O(|E| log |V |+ |V | log2 |V |) time

I Accuracy acceptable for index optimization

I Output: WorkSaved(H, δw, u) — work saved while finding pδw
because u is included in H
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NFrom WorkSaved(H, δu, u) to workload

I Linear approx acceptable: PushTime(H, r, εpush)

≈
∑

u

PushTime(H, r(u)δu, εpush)

I Let f̃(w) be the probability that there is a teleport to node w

WorkSaved(H,u) ≈
∑

w

f̃(w) WorkSaved(H, δw, u)

I Final expression for worth of including u in H averaged over
workload:

PushTime(H, δu, εpush)
∑

w

f̃(w)NH,δw(u)
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NFrom WorkSaved(H, δu, u) to workload (2)
I Advantage: can exploit linearity and write

PushTime(H, δu, εpush)
∑

w

f̃(w)NH,δw(u)

≈ NH,f̃ (u) PushTime(H, δu, εpush)

I How often pushes from query nodes reach u

I Push time needed “downstream” from u
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NSpace cost of including u in H
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I Unclipped PPV may be |V | doubles, too big

I Clip any element less than εclip: much smaller

I Challenge: How does optimizer know size of PPV without
computing it?

I Exploit property that PPV elements are distributed according to
power law
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NCost-benefit optimizer

Inputs: target |H|, PPV clip threshold εclip, batchSize
find CohenActive(∅, δu, εpush = 0) for all u ∈ V
thus estimate clipped sizes of all PPVu /* cost */
H ← ∅
while H is not large enough do

for all nodes u not in H yet compute /* benefit */∑
w f̃(w) WorkSaved(H, δw, u)
set merit(u) = benefit(u)/cost(u)
greedily include best batchSize nodes in H
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HubRank query performance & scaling
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I Lucene text index takes 55 MB

I ObjectRank indexing takes 22,000 hours

I ObjectRank typical query time 8–10 seconds

I HubRank index takes 5–15 MB

I HubRank indexing takes ∼ 20 hours

I HubRank query time is 12–200 ms

I Scaling G has little effect if |H|/|V | is held fixed
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NPreparing the PPV index
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I Carefully order h ∈ H
I For each h choose Power Iterations vs. BCA

I Earlier PPVs speed up computing later PPVs

I MPWH: Maximum personalized PageRank wrt H

I Total indexing time levels off as H grows
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From explicit structured query to unstructured question

I Composing query graph with close knowledge of KG schema is
cumbersome

I Learn to translate well-formed questions to query graphs
(semantic interpretation)

I Also called KBQA or KGQA
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Role of KG in few-relation QA
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Figure 1: Query templates and example candidates with corresponding questions. A query template can
consist of entity placeholders e, relation placeholders r, an intermediate object m and the answer node t.

question. These query candidates are then ranked using a
learned model. The top-ranked query is then returned (or
“no answer” in case the set of candidates was empty). The
following subsections describe the candidate generation and
ranking in detail. The previous section explained the process
by an example.

4.1 Entity matching
The goal of the entity matching phase is to identify all

entities from the knowledge base that match a part of the
question. The match can be literal, or via an alias of the
entity name.

POS-tagging We POS-tag the question using the Stanford
tagger [17]. For entity matching (this subsection), we make
use of the tags NN (noun) and NNP (proper noun). For
relation matching (Section 4.3), we also make use of the
tags VB (verb) and JJ (adjective).

Subsequence generation We generate the set S of all
subsequences of words from the question, with the following
two restrictions. First, a subsequence consisting of a sin-
gle word must be tagged NN . Second, a subsequence must
not “split” a sequence of words tagged NNP ; that is, when
it starts (ends) with a word tagged NNP , it must not be
preceded (succeeded) by a word tagged NNP .

Find matching entities For each s ∈ S, we compute the
list of all entities from the knowledge base that have s as
their name or alias. We use a map from phrases (the aliases)
to lists of entities (the entities with the respective alias) ob-
tained from the CrossWikis dataset [20]. CrossWikis was
built by mining the anchor text of links to Wikipedia en-
tities (articles) from various large web-crawls. CrossWikis
covers around 4 million entities from Wikipedia. Almost
all of these entities also exist in Freebase, together with a
link to the respective Wikipedia entity. For the remaining
Freebase entities, we only consider the literal name match.
Overall, we are able to recognize around 44 million entities
with about 60 million aliases.

We have also experimented with the aliases provided by
Freebase, but they tend to be much more noisy (wrong
aliases) and less complete (important aliases missing).

Scores for the entity matches We compute a score for
each match s, e computed in the previous step, where s is
a subsequence of words from the question and e is an en-
tity from Freebase with alias s. Consider a fixed alias s.
CrossWikis also provides us with a probability distribution
pcross(e|s) over the Wikipedia entities e with alias s. Let e′

be a Freebase entity that is not contained in CrossWikis. Let

emax be the CrossWikis entity with the highest pcross(e|s).
That is, emax is the most likely Wikipedia entity for alias
s. Let pfree(e′|s) = p(emax |s) · pop(e′)/pop(emax ), where pop
is the (alias-independent) popularity score of an entity, as
described in the next subsection. Intuitively, pfree(e′|s) es-
timates the probability that e′ has alias s via its relative
popularity to the most likely Wikipedia entity for s. We
merge pcross(e|s) and pfree(e′|s) into one probability distri-
bution by simply normalizing the probabilities to sum 1.

Popularity scores for each entity For each entity, we
also compute a (match-independent) popularity score. We
simply take the number of times the entity is mentioned
in the ClueWeb12 dataset [9], according to the annotations
provided by Google [13]. The popularity scores are used for
the entity match scores above. They also yield two features
used in ranking each candidate; see Section 4.5.

4.2 Candidate generation
Based on the entity matches, we compute a set of query

candidates as follows. We generate the query candidates in
three (disjoint) subsets, one for each of the three templates
shown in Figure 1. Each template stands for a query with
a particular kind of structure. These three templates cover
almost all of the questions in the Free917 and WebQuestions
benchmarks.

Let E be the set of all entities matched to a subsequence
of the question, as described in the previous section.

Template 1 For each e ∈ E, find all relations r such that
there is some triple (e, r, ·) in the knowledge base. We obtain
these via a single SPARQL query for each e.

Template 2 For each e ∈ E, find all r1, r2,m such that
there are two triples (e, r1,m) and (m, r2, ·) in the knowledge
base, where r1 and r2 are relations and m is a mediator
entity. We obtain these as follows. For each e, we use a single
SPARQL query to obtain all matching r1. For each e, r1, we
then use another SPARQL query to obtain all matching r2.
Note that m remains a variable in the query candidate.

Template 3 For all pairs of entities e1, e2 ∈ E such that the
two subsequences matched in the question do not overlap,
find all r1, r2, r3 such that there are three triples (e1, r1,m),
(m, r2, e2), and (m, r3, ·) in the knowledge base, where r1,
r2, r3 are relations and m is a mediator entity. We obtain
these as follows. For each entity e, we precompute the list
of all (r,m) such that m is a mediator entity and the triple
(e, r,m) exists in the knowledge base. The list is sorted
by the ids of the mediator entities. For given e1, e2 like
above, we then intersect the lists for e1 and e2. For each

I Input utterance x is a well-formed (parseable) question or
“telegraphic” query that seeks an entity or a set/list of entities

I Target entity or entities belong to knowledge graph (KG K)
I Single relation, or two relations via “complex value type” CVT

(aka mediator) node
I x is translated into a denotation d, which is a structured query

that can be executed over K to retrieve entity response(s) y
I (Distant) training is via (x, y) pairs; query denotations d are not

provided
I A corpus C may be involved in training the system offline, or

choosing the best d and/or y at query time
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A barebones baseline [40]

I 300 lines of Python!

I Focus on single-relation queries (85% of WebQuestions)
I First step: find candidates for e1 grounded in query

I No POS tagging, no chunking, fine typing or other NLP stages
I Use KG for a large gazette of entity aliases
I E.g. query [what character did natalie portman play in star wars?]
I Candidate e1 mentions are character, natalie, natalie portman, play,

star, and star wars
I Ranking and pruning?

I Second step: for each e1 candidate from KG, predict the relation
r that connects e1 with an answer e2

I Unigram and bigram words from the question are features
I Logistic regression learns model that predicts relations from features
I E.g. query [what’s sweden’s currency?] with gold

e2 = Swedish krona
I Sweden, /location/country/currency used, Swedish krona
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A barebones baseline [40] (2)
I Third step: Report e2s where (e1, r, e2) ∈ KG

I Given gold E∗2 and system E2 sets, compute R, P, F1 per query

I Reasonable performance, given extreme simplicity

I Perhaps more a statement on WebQuestions than techniques

System F1a F1b

Yao and Van Durme [41] 33.0 42.0
Berant et al. [6] 39.9 43.0
Reddy et al. (2014) 41.3 -
Bordes et al. (2014) 41.8 45.7
Yao [40] 44.3 53.5
AQQU, Bast and Haußmann [5] 49.4 -
STAGG, Yih et al. [42] 52.5 -
Xu et al. [39] 53.3c -

aAverage F1 over queries
bF1 of average R and P over queries, usually larger
cUses corpus-based pruning
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AQQU [5]

I Works harder on scoring features

I Supports three query templates
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Figure 1: Query templates and example candidates with corresponding questions. A query template can
consist of entity placeholders e, relation placeholders r, an intermediate object m and the answer node t.

question. These query candidates are then ranked using a
learned model. The top-ranked query is then returned (or
“no answer” in case the set of candidates was empty). The
following subsections describe the candidate generation and
ranking in detail. The previous section explained the process
by an example.

4.1 Entity matching
The goal of the entity matching phase is to identify all

entities from the knowledge base that match a part of the
question. The match can be literal, or via an alias of the
entity name.

POS-tagging We POS-tag the question using the Stanford
tagger [17]. For entity matching (this subsection), we make
use of the tags NN (noun) and NNP (proper noun). For
relation matching (Section 4.3), we also make use of the
tags VB (verb) and JJ (adjective).

Subsequence generation We generate the set S of all
subsequences of words from the question, with the following
two restrictions. First, a subsequence consisting of a sin-
gle word must be tagged NN . Second, a subsequence must
not “split” a sequence of words tagged NNP ; that is, when
it starts (ends) with a word tagged NNP , it must not be
preceded (succeeded) by a word tagged NNP .

Find matching entities For each s ∈ S, we compute the
list of all entities from the knowledge base that have s as
their name or alias. We use a map from phrases (the aliases)
to lists of entities (the entities with the respective alias) ob-
tained from the CrossWikis dataset [20]. CrossWikis was
built by mining the anchor text of links to Wikipedia en-
tities (articles) from various large web-crawls. CrossWikis
covers around 4 million entities from Wikipedia. Almost
all of these entities also exist in Freebase, together with a
link to the respective Wikipedia entity. For the remaining
Freebase entities, we only consider the literal name match.
Overall, we are able to recognize around 44 million entities
with about 60 million aliases.

We have also experimented with the aliases provided by
Freebase, but they tend to be much more noisy (wrong
aliases) and less complete (important aliases missing).

Scores for the entity matches We compute a score for
each match s, e computed in the previous step, where s is
a subsequence of words from the question and e is an en-
tity from Freebase with alias s. Consider a fixed alias s.
CrossWikis also provides us with a probability distribution
pcross(e|s) over the Wikipedia entities e with alias s. Let e′

be a Freebase entity that is not contained in CrossWikis. Let

emax be the CrossWikis entity with the highest pcross(e|s).
That is, emax is the most likely Wikipedia entity for alias
s. Let pfree(e′|s) = p(emax |s) · pop(e′)/pop(emax ), where pop
is the (alias-independent) popularity score of an entity, as
described in the next subsection. Intuitively, pfree(e′|s) es-
timates the probability that e′ has alias s via its relative
popularity to the most likely Wikipedia entity for s. We
merge pcross(e|s) and pfree(e′|s) into one probability distri-
bution by simply normalizing the probabilities to sum 1.

Popularity scores for each entity For each entity, we
also compute a (match-independent) popularity score. We
simply take the number of times the entity is mentioned
in the ClueWeb12 dataset [9], according to the annotations
provided by Google [13]. The popularity scores are used for
the entity match scores above. They also yield two features
used in ranking each candidate; see Section 4.5.

4.2 Candidate generation
Based on the entity matches, we compute a set of query

candidates as follows. We generate the query candidates in
three (disjoint) subsets, one for each of the three templates
shown in Figure 1. Each template stands for a query with
a particular kind of structure. These three templates cover
almost all of the questions in the Free917 and WebQuestions
benchmarks.

Let E be the set of all entities matched to a subsequence
of the question, as described in the previous section.

Template 1 For each e ∈ E, find all relations r such that
there is some triple (e, r, ·) in the knowledge base. We obtain
these via a single SPARQL query for each e.

Template 2 For each e ∈ E, find all r1, r2,m such that
there are two triples (e, r1,m) and (m, r2, ·) in the knowledge
base, where r1 and r2 are relations and m is a mediator
entity. We obtain these as follows. For each e, we use a single
SPARQL query to obtain all matching r1. For each e, r1, we
then use another SPARQL query to obtain all matching r2.
Note that m remains a variable in the query candidate.

Template 3 For all pairs of entities e1, e2 ∈ E such that the
two subsequences matched in the question do not overlap,
find all r1, r2, r3 such that there are three triples (e1, r1,m),
(m, r2, e2), and (m, r3, ·) in the knowledge base, where r1,
r2, r3 are relations and m is a mediator entity. We obtain
these as follows. For each entity e, we precompute the list
of all (r,m) such that m is a mediator entity and the triple
(e, r,m) exists in the knowledge base. The list is sorted
by the ids of the mediator entities. For given e1, e2 like
above, we then intersect the lists for e1 and e2. For each

I First step: entity e1 matching

I Second step: candidate (template) generation

I Relation and answer type matching

I Third step: feature generation

I Fourth step: ranking and pruning
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AQQU: Matching e1

I POS-tag question using Stanford tagger (how good will this be
for telegraphic queries?)

I Consider only NN and NNP for detecting e1

I Single-word span must be NN and maximal NNP spans

I For each span s, find all KG entities e1 having s as an alias

I Obtained from CrossWikis dataset, covering ∼4M Wikipedia
entities; Freebase aliases more noisy and less complete

I Another ∼40M Freebase entities not in Wikipedia

I Popularity of each entity e is the number of times it is
mentioned in ClueWeb12

I CrossWikis already gives an estimated Pr(e|s)
I Extrapolate from this to scores for Freebase minus Wikipedia

I Thus get candidate E1 set
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AQQU: Candidate template generation

Direct edge: For each e1 ∈ E1, find all r such that (e1, r, e2) ∈ KG
for some e2; this is a single SPARQL query

Two-hop: For each e1 ∈ E1, find all r1,m, r2 such that
(e1, r1,m), (m, r2, e2) ∈ KG for some e2; two SPARQL queries
in sequence

Three-link star: For all pairs e1, e
′
1 ∈ E1, find all

(e1, r1,m), (e′1, r
′
1,m), (m, r2, e2) ∈ KG for some e2; two

queries in “inverted indices” to retrieve “posting lists” sorted
on m; intersect, then issue one SPARQL query to get r2, e2

candidates

I Slightly different search procedure for each of three templates

I Surely some pruning logic in the code?

I Why limit later scoring to structured query candidates if we are
anyway retrieving e2s in this stage?
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AQQU: Relation/s to question text matching

I Each candidate structured query has one or more of r1, r
′
1, r2

I Are there hint spans in the question that justify them?

I Map each relation to word bag, merge them into RW

I Likewise, let QW be question words not already matched to
e1, e

′
1 etc.

I Literal match: size of overlap

I Derivation match: after conflating (produce, producer), (high,
height), (high, elevation)

I Embedding match: Consider synonyms if cosine similarity above
a threshold

I Context match: 23 million sentences having e1, e2 where
(e1, r, e2) holds; find dependency parse; all words on dependency
paths thrown into TFIDF bag
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AQQU: Feature generation and ranking candidates

I Features are generated between the question and a candidate
structured query

I Entity e1, e
′
1 matching features

I Relation matching features

I (N-gram relation matching features)

I 23 features in all
I From gold e∗2, induce gold r1, r

′
1, r2, etc.

I Small template graphs may be critical here
I (How) do they get negative samples?

I Cast candidate query selection as item- or pair-wise ranking

I Use logistic regression or random forest
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Convnets and staged parsing [42]

I Semantic parsing as KG-guided search for query graph
generation

I Three steps: locate e1, find main relation (path) between e1 and
answer e2, and expand query graph while asserting constraints

I Query graph has four kinds of nodes:

Grounded entity: e1, e
′
1, etc. (rounded rectangle)

Existential variable: m (circle)
Lambda variable: e2 (shaded circle)
Aggregation function: constraints (diamond)

Family Guy cast

Meg Griffinargmin

xy

Figure 2: Query graph that represents the question
“Who first voiced Meg on Family Guy?”

grounded entities. In particular, we would like to
retrieve all the entities that can map to the lambda
variables in the end as the answers. Aggregation
function is designed to operate on a specific entity,
which typically captures some numerical proper-
ties. Just like in the knowledge graph, related
nodes in the query graph are connected by directed
edges, labeled with predicates in K.

To demonstrate this design, Fig. 2 shows one
possible query graph for the question “Who first
voiced Meg on Family Guy?” using Freebase.
The two entities, MegGriffin and FamilyGuy
are represented by two rounded rectangle nodes.
The circle node y means that there should exist
an entity describing some casting relations like
the character, actor and the time she started the
role2. The shaded circle node x is also called
the answer node, and is used to map entities re-
trieved by the query. The diamond node arg min
constrains that the answer needs to be the ear-
liest actor for this role. Equivalently, the logi-
cal form query in λ-calculus without the aggrega-
tion function is: λx.∃y.cast(FamilyGuy, y) ∧
actor(y, x) ∧ character(y,MegGriffin)
Running this query graph against K as in
Fig. 1 will match both LaceyChabert and
MilaKunis before applying the aggregation
function, but only LaceyChabert is the correct
answer as she started this role earlier (by checking
the from property of the grounded CVT node).

Our query graph design is inspired by (Reddy
et al., 2014), but with some key differences. The
nodes and edges in our query graph closely re-
semble the exact entities and predicates from the
knowledge base. As a result, the graph can
be straightforwardly translated to a logical form
query that is directly executable. In contrast, the
query graph in (Reddy et al., 2014) is mapped
from the CCG parse of the question, and needs fur-
ther transformations before mapping to subgraphs

2y should be grounded to a CVT entity in this case.

f Se Sp Sc

Ae Ap Aa/Ac

Aa/Ac

Figure 3: The legitimate actions to grow a query
graph. See text for detail.

of the target knowledge base to retrieve answers.
Semantically, our query graph is more related to

simple λ-DCS (Berant et al., 2013; Liang, 2013),
which is a syntactic simplification of λ-calculus
when applied to graph databases. A query graph
can be viewed as the tree-like graph pattern of a
logical form in λ-DCS. For instance, the path from
the answer node to an entity node can be described
using a series of join operations in λ-DCS. Differ-
ent paths of the tree graph are combined via the
intersection operators.

3 Staged Query Graph Generation

We focus on generating query graphs with the fol-
lowing properties. First, the tree graph consists of
one entity node as the root, referred as the topic
entity. Second, there exists only one lambda vari-
able x as the answer node, with a directed path
from the root to it, and has zero or more existential
variables in-between. We call this path the core
inferential chain of the graph, as it describes the
main relationship between the answer and topic
entity. Variables can only occur in this chain, and
the chain only has variable nodes except the root.
Finally, zero or more entity or aggregation nodes
can be attached to each variable node, including
the answer node. These branches are the addi-
tional constraints that the answers need to satisfy.
For example, in Fig. 2, FamilyGuy is the root
and FamilyGuy→ y → x is the core inferential
chain. The branch y → MegGriffin specifies
the character and y → arg min constrains that the
answer needs to be the earliest actor for this role.

Given a question, we formalize the query
graph generation process as a search problem,
with staged states and actions. Let S =⋃ {φ,Se,Sp,Sc} be the set of states, where each
state could be an empty graph (φ), a single-
node graph with the topic entity (Se), a core in-
ferential chain (Sp), or a more complex query
graph with additional constraints (Sc). Let A =⋃ {Ae,Ap,Ac,Aa} be the set of actions. An ac-
tion grows a given graph by adding some edges

Who first voiced Meg on Family Guy?
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Convnets and staged parsing [42] (2)
I Logical form:
λx.∃ y.cast(FamilyGuy, y)∧actor(y, x)∧character(y,MegGriffin)

I Staging limits exploration of KG and saves time

Family Guy cast

Meg Griffinargmin

xy

Figure 2: Query graph that represents the question
“Who first voiced Meg on Family Guy?”

grounded entities. In particular, we would like to
retrieve all the entities that can map to the lambda
variables in the end as the answers. Aggregation
function is designed to operate on a specific entity,
which typically captures some numerical proper-
ties. Just like in the knowledge graph, related
nodes in the query graph are connected by directed
edges, labeled with predicates in K.

To demonstrate this design, Fig. 2 shows one
possible query graph for the question “Who first
voiced Meg on Family Guy?” using Freebase.
The two entities, MegGriffin and FamilyGuy
are represented by two rounded rectangle nodes.
The circle node y means that there should exist
an entity describing some casting relations like
the character, actor and the time she started the
role2. The shaded circle node x is also called
the answer node, and is used to map entities re-
trieved by the query. The diamond node arg min
constrains that the answer needs to be the ear-
liest actor for this role. Equivalently, the logi-
cal form query in λ-calculus without the aggrega-
tion function is: λx.∃y.cast(FamilyGuy, y) ∧
actor(y, x) ∧ character(y,MegGriffin)
Running this query graph against K as in
Fig. 1 will match both LaceyChabert and
MilaKunis before applying the aggregation
function, but only LaceyChabert is the correct
answer as she started this role earlier (by checking
the from property of the grounded CVT node).

Our query graph design is inspired by (Reddy
et al., 2014), but with some key differences. The
nodes and edges in our query graph closely re-
semble the exact entities and predicates from the
knowledge base. As a result, the graph can
be straightforwardly translated to a logical form
query that is directly executable. In contrast, the
query graph in (Reddy et al., 2014) is mapped
from the CCG parse of the question, and needs fur-
ther transformations before mapping to subgraphs

2y should be grounded to a CVT entity in this case.

f Se Sp Sc

Ae Ap Aa/Ac

Aa/Ac

Figure 3: The legitimate actions to grow a query
graph. See text for detail.

of the target knowledge base to retrieve answers.
Semantically, our query graph is more related to

simple λ-DCS (Berant et al., 2013; Liang, 2013),
which is a syntactic simplification of λ-calculus
when applied to graph databases. A query graph
can be viewed as the tree-like graph pattern of a
logical form in λ-DCS. For instance, the path from
the answer node to an entity node can be described
using a series of join operations in λ-DCS. Differ-
ent paths of the tree graph are combined via the
intersection operators.

3 Staged Query Graph Generation

We focus on generating query graphs with the fol-
lowing properties. First, the tree graph consists of
one entity node as the root, referred as the topic
entity. Second, there exists only one lambda vari-
able x as the answer node, with a directed path
from the root to it, and has zero or more existential
variables in-between. We call this path the core
inferential chain of the graph, as it describes the
main relationship between the answer and topic
entity. Variables can only occur in this chain, and
the chain only has variable nodes except the root.
Finally, zero or more entity or aggregation nodes
can be attached to each variable node, including
the answer node. These branches are the addi-
tional constraints that the answers need to satisfy.
For example, in Fig. 2, FamilyGuy is the root
and FamilyGuy→ y → x is the core inferential
chain. The branch y → MegGriffin specifies
the character and y → arg min constrains that the
answer needs to be the earliest actor for this role.

Given a question, we formalize the query
graph generation process as a search problem,
with staged states and actions. Let S =⋃ {φ,Se,Sp,Sc} be the set of states, where each
state could be an empty graph (φ), a single-
node graph with the topic entity (Se), a core in-
ferential chain (Sp), or a more complex query
graph with additional constraints (Sc). Let A =⋃ {Ae,Ap,Ac,Aa} be the set of actions. An ac-
tion grows a given graph by adding some edges

I S = ∅ ∪ Se ∪ Sp ∪ Sc is the set of states
I ∅ is an empty graph
I Se comprises single-node graphs each with an entity e1 claimed to

be grounded in the question
I Sp comprises a core inferential chain
I Sc represents additional constraints

I A = Ae ∪ Ap ∪ Ac ∪ Aa is a set of actions
I Ae chooses an entity node
I Ap extends to inferential chain
I Ac,Aa extend with constraints and aggregators
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STAGG: Identifying the core inferential chain

Family Guy
s1

Meg Griffin
s2

ϕ 
s0

Figure 4: Two possible topic entity linking actions
applied to an empty graph, for question “Who first
voiced [Meg] on [Family Guy]?”

and nodes. In particular, Ae picks an entity node;
Ap determines the core inferential chain; Ac and
Aa add constraints and aggregation nodes, respec-
tively. Given a state, the valid action set can be de-
fined by the finite state diagram in Fig. 3. Notice
that the order of possible actions is chosen for the
convenience of implementation. In principle, we
could choose a different order, such as matching
the core inferential chain first and then resolving
the topic entity linking. However, since we will
consider multiple hypotheses during search, the
order of the staged actions can simply be viewed
as a different way to prune the search space or to
bias the exploration order.

We define the reward function on the state space
using a log-linear model. The reward basically
estimates the likelihood that a query graph cor-
rectly parses the question. Search is done using
the best-first strategy with a priority queue, which
is formally defined in Appendix A. In the follow-
ing subsections, we use a running example of find-
ing the semantic parse of question qex = “Who
first voiced Meg of Family Guy?” to describe the
sequence of actions.

3.1 Linking Topic Entity

Starting from the initial state s0, the valid actions
are to create a single-node graph that corresponds
to the topic entity found in the given question. For
instance, possible topic entities in qex can either be
FamilyGuy or MegGriffin, shown in Fig. 4.

We use an entity linking system that is designed
for short and noisy text (Yang and Chang, 2015).
For each entity e in the knowledge base, the sys-
tem first prepares a surface-form lexicon that lists
all possible ways that e can be mentioned in text.
This lexicon is created using various data sources,
such as names and aliases of the entities, the an-
chor text in Web documents and the Wikipedia re-
direct table. Given a question, it considers all the

Family Guy
s1

Family Guy cast actor xy
s3

Family Guy writer start xy
s4

Family Guy genre x
s5

Figure 5: Candidate core inferential chains start
from the entity FamilyGuy.

consecutive word sequences that have occurred in
the lexicon as possible mentions, paired with their
possible entities. Each pair is then scored by a sta-
tistical model based on its frequency counts in the
surface-form lexicon. To tolerate potential mis-
takes of the entity linking system, as well as ex-
ploring more possible query graphs, up to 10 top-
ranked entities are considered as the topic entity.
The linking score will also be used as a feature for
the reward function.

3.2 Identifying Core Inferential Chain

Given a state s that corresponds to a single-node
graph with the topic entity e, valid actions to ex-
tend this graph is to identify the core inferential
chain; namely, the relationship between the topic
entity and the answer. For example, Fig. 5 shows
three possible chains that expand the single-node
graph in s1. Because the topic entity e is given,
we only need to explore legitimate predicate se-
quences that can start from e. Specifically, to re-
strict the search space, we explore all paths of
length 2 when the middle existential variable can
be grounded to a CVT node and paths of length 1 if
not. We also consider longer predicate sequences
if the combinations are observed in training data3.

Analogous to the entity linking problem, where
the goal is to find the mapping of mentions to en-
tities in K, identifying the core inferential chain
is to map the natural utterance of the question to
the correct predicate sequence. For question “Who
first voiced Meg on [Family Guy]?” we need to
measure the likelihood that each of the sequences
in {cast-actor, writer-start, genre}
correctly captures the relationship between Family
Guy and Who. We reduce this problem to measur-
ing semantic similarity using neural networks.

3Decomposing relations in the utterance can be done us-
ing decoding methods (e.g., (Bao et al., 2014)). However,
similar to ontology mismatch, the relation in text may not
have a corresponding single predicate, such as grandparent
needs to be mapped to parent-parent in Freebase.

I Explore legitimate predicate sequences that can start from e1

I Explore all paths of length 2 when the middle existential variable
can be grounded to a CVT node

I Explore paths of length 1 if not
I Some longer paths allowed, if observed in training data

I By now, query is [Who first voiced
::::

on
::::

?]

I Choose from cast-actor, writer-start, genre, . . .
I Measuring semantic similarity using (Siamese?) convnets

I One convnet processes (residual) query
I The other processes edge label sequences (too short for conv?)
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STAGG: Scoring progress of staged parsing

Family Guy cast actor

Meg Griffinargmin

xy

q =  Who first voiced Meg on Family Guy? 

(1) EntityLinkingScore(FamilyGuy,  Family Guy ) = 0.9
(2) PatChain( who first voiced meg on <e> , cast-actor) = 0.7
(3) QuesEP(q,  family guy cast-actor ) = 0.6
(4) ClueWeb( who first voiced meg on <e> , cast-actor) = 0.2
(5) ConstraintEntityWord( Meg Griffin , q) = 0.5
(6) ConstraintEntityInQ( Meg Griffin , q) = 1
(7) AggregationKeyword(argmin, q) = 1
(8) NumNodes(s) = 5
(9) NumAns(s) = 1

s

Figure 8: Active features of a query graph s. (1)
is the entity linking score of the topic entity. (2)-
(4) are different model scores of the core chain.
(5) indicates 50% of the words in “Meg Griffin”
appear in the question q. (6) is 1 when the mention
“Meg” in q is correctly linked to MegGriffin
by the entity linking component. (8) is the number
of nodes in s. The knowledge base returns only 1
entity when issuing this query, so (9) is 1.

To illustrate our feature design, Fig. 8 presents
the active features of an example query graph.

3.4.2 Learning

In principle, once the features are extracted, the
model can be trained using any standard off-the-
shelf learning algorithm. Instead of treating it as a
binary classification problem, where only the cor-
rect query graphs are labeled as positive, we view
it as a ranking problem. Suppose we have several
candidate query graphs for each question4. Let ga
and gb be the query graphs described in states sa
and sb for the same question q, and the entity sets
Aa and Ab be those retrieved by executing ga and
gb, respectively. Suppose that A is the labeled an-
swers to q. We first compute the precision, recall
and F1 score of Aa and Ab, compared with the
gold answer setA. We then rank sa and sb by their
F1 scores5. The intuition behind is that even if a
query is not completely correct, it is still preferred
than some other totally incorrect queries. In this
work, we use a one-layer neural network model
based on lambda-rank (Burges, 2010) for training
the ranker.

4We will discuss how to create these candidate query
graphs from question/answer pairs in Sec. 4.1.

5We use F1 partially because it is the evaluation metric
used in the experiments.

4 Experiments

We first introduce the dataset and evaluation met-
ric, followed by the main experimental results and
some analysis.

4.1 Data & evaluation metric
We use the WEBQUESTIONS dataset (Berant
et al., 2013), which consists of 5,810 ques-
tion/answer pairs. These questions were collected
using Google Suggest API and the answers were
obtained from Freebase with the help of Amazon
MTurk. The questions are split into training and
testing sets, which contain 3,778 questions (65%)
and 2,032 questions (35%), respectively. This
dataset has several unique properties that make it
appealing and was used in several recent papers
on semantic parsing and question answering. For
instance, although the questions are not directly
sampled from search query logs, the selection pro-
cess was still biased to commonly asked questions
on a search engine. The distribution of this ques-
tion set is thus closer to the “real” information
need of search users than that of a small number
of human editors. The system performance is ba-
sically measured by the ratio of questions that are
answered correctly. Because there can be more
than one answer to a question, precision, recall
and F1 are computed based on the system output
for each individual question. The average F1 score
is reported as the main evaluation metric6.

Because this dataset contains only question and
answer pairs, we use essentially the same search
procedure to simulate the semantic parses for
training the CNN models and the overall reward
function. Candidate topic entities are first gener-
ated using the same entity linking system for each
question in the training data. Paths on the Free-
base knowledge graph that connect a candidate
entity to at least one answer entity are identified
as the core inferential chains7. If an inferential-
chain query returns more entities than the correct
answers, we explore adding constraint and aggre-
gation nodes, until the entities retrieved by the
query graph are identical to the labeled answers, or
the F1 score cannot be increased further. Negative
examples are sampled from of the incorrect can-
didate graphs generated during the search process.

6We used the official evaluation script from http://
www-nlp.stanford.edu/software/sempre/.

7We restrict the path length to 2. In principle, parses of
shorter chains can be used to train the initial reward function,
for exploring longer paths using the same search procedure.
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Related ‘neural’ approaches [21]

I Entity e embedded to xe ∈ RD

I Each relation type r associated
with Wr ∈ RD×D

I score(s, r, t) = x>s Wrxt
(DistMult)

I Query is q = s, r1, . . . , rk
I score(s, r1, . . . , rk, t) =
x>s Wr1 · · ·Wrkxt

I Path queries generated using
random walks

I Not clear how rk expressed as
noisy text

I No gold supervision of other
entities on the chain
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Abstract

Path queries on a knowledge graph can
be used to answer compositional ques-
tions such as “What languages are spoken
by people living in Lisbon?”. However,
knowledge graphs often have missing facts
(edges) which disrupts path queries. Re-
cent models for knowledge base comple-
tion impute missing facts by embedding
knowledge graphs in vector spaces. We
show that these models can be recursively
applied to answer path queries, but that
they suffer from cascading errors. This
motivates a new “compositional” training
objective, which dramatically improves all
models’ ability to answer path queries, in
some cases more than doubling accuracy.
On a standard knowledge base comple-
tion task, we also demonstrate that com-
positional training acts as a novel form of
structural regularization, reliably improv-
ing performance across all base models
(reducing errors by up to 43%) and achiev-
ing new state-of-the-art results.

1 Introduction

Broad-coverage knowledge bases such as Free-
base (Bollacker et al., 2008) support a rich array
of reasoning and question answering applications,
but they are known to suffer from incomplete cov-
erage (Min et al., 2013). For example, as of May
2015, Freebase has an entity Tad Lincoln (Abra-
ham Lincoln’s son), but does not have his ethnic-
ity. An elegant solution to incompleteness is using
vector space representations: Controlling the di-
mensionality of the vector space forces generaliza-
tion to new facts (Nickel et al., 2011; Nickel et al.,
2012; Socher et al., 2013; Riedel et al., 2013; Nee-
lakantan et al., 2015). In the example, we would
hope to infer Tad’s ethnicity from the ethnicity of
his parents.

Figure 1: We propose performing path queries
such as tad lincoln/parents/location (“Where
are Tad Lincoln’s parents located?”) in a parallel
low-dimensional vector space. Here, entity sets
(boxed) are represented as real vectors, and edge
traversal is driven by vector-to-vector transforma-
tions (e.g., matrix multiplication).

However, what is missing from these vector
space models is the original strength of knowledge
bases: the ability to support compositional queries
(Ullman, 1985). For example, we might ask
what the ethnicity of Abraham Lincoln’s daugh-
ter would be. This can be formulated as a path
query on the knowledge graph, and we would like
a method that can answer this efficiently, while
generalizing over missing facts and even missing
or hypothetical entities (Abraham Lincoln did not
in fact have a daughter).

In this paper, we present a scheme to answer
path queries on knowledge bases by “composi-
tionalizing” a broad class of vector space mod-
els that have been used for knowledge base com-
pletion (see Figure 1). At a high level, we inter-
pret the base vector space model as implementing
a soft edge traversal operator. This operator can
then be recursively applied to predict paths. Our
interpretation suggests a new compositional train-
ing objective that encourages better modeling of
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Adding (pre-annotated) corpus info

I KG is always incomplete work in progress

I When KG is insufficient, query should “slide down a structure
ramp” rather than “fall off a structure cliff”10

I First step is to annotate corpus with fine types and in-KG
entities
I This lets us ask “target type + selector” queries
I Examples in the next slide

I In this part we will review how to
I index the annotated corpus,
I collect snippets supporting simple query classes
I score candidate entities

I IR4QA [9], EntityRank [11],

10Attributed to Fernando Pereira, EMNLP 2013
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Querying text with entity and type annotations

4

Born in New York in 1934 , Sagan was
a noted astronomer whose lifelong passion
was searching for intelligent life in the cosmos. 

person

scientist

physicist

astronomer

entity

region

city

district

state

hasDigit isDDDD

Where was Sagan born?
� type=region NEAR “Sagan”

Name a physicist who searched
for intelligent life in the cosmos
� type=physicist NEAR “cosmos”…

When was Sagan born?
� type=time
pattern=isDDDD NEAR
“Sagan” “born”

abstraction

time

year

is-a
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Learning proximity scores of token spans

type=person NEAR "television" "invent*"

I Rarity of selectors

I Distance from candidate
position to selectors

I Many occurrences of one
selector (closest)

I Combining scores from
many selectors (sum)

Candidate position to scoreSelectors

Closest 
stem

“invent”

te
le

vi
si

on

w
as

in
ve

nt
ed in

19
25

.

In
ve

nt
or

Jo
hn

 B
ai

rd

w
as

bo
rn

E
ne

rg
y�

Second-closest 
stem “invent”

person

is-a

0−6 −5 −4 −3  −2 +1−1 +2
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Feature vector x for position 0

I Limit to ±W window

I x(−4) = 0; x(−1) = IDF(invent*);
x(−6) = IDF(television)

I IDF(w) =
numDocs/numDocsWith(w), or
perhaps IDF(w) =
log(1 + numDocs/numDocsWith(w))

I Other features, e.g., is selector noun?
candidate has digits? Candidate position to scoreSelectors

Closest 
stem

“invent”

te
le

vi
si

on

w
as

in
ve

nt
ed in

19
25

.

In
ve

nt
or

Jo
hn

 B
ai

rd

w
as

bo
rn

E
ne

rg
y�

Second-closest 
stem “invent”

person

is-a

0−6 −5 −4 −3  −2 +1−1 +2

(If in doubt, throw everything into the kitchen sink)
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β fit to TREC QA

 j aw

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0 10 20 30 40 50Gap j   

be
ta

(j)

Rough
Smooth

Train Test MRR

IR 2000 0.16
2001 2000 0.29
‘2001’=‘TREC 2001’;
‘MRR’=Mean
reciprocal rank

I Only positive offsets shown

I Unexpected decay shape!

I Smooth function better than rough function

I Both better than 3-sentence TFIDF
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Features for snippet scoring

I Not common to fit proximity function as above

I Instead approximate by simple parameterized (usually monotone
decreasing) decay function

I Throw together a bunch of “positive evidence” features
I TFIDF cosine match between snippet and query (selectors only)
I (Weighted) Jaccard in place of TFIDF cosine
I Positional language models (Zhai)

I An important “negative evidence” feature
I Suppose you are looking for scientists who played the violin
I If a snippet mentions played, violin and only Einstein, it is good

evidence
I But if a snippet mentions Einstein, Bohr and Rutherford, it gives

less evidence for each
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Other entity scoring models: Proximity kernels

I In standard PIR, Pr(t|d) = 1
N

∑N
i=1 δd(i, t) where N is the

length of the document d, t is a term and δd : N× T → {0, 1}
such that

δd(i, t) =

{
1, if term at position i in document d is t,

0, otherwise

I Extend to a kernel function k(i, c) that decays with |i− c|:

Pr k(t|c, d) =

∑N
i=1 δd(i, t)k(i, c)
∑N

i=1 k(i, c)

where c is the position where a candidate entity appears in the
document

I Language model is biased toward words near candidate entity

I Earlier we trained k(i, c) from preferences
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Other entity scoring models: Proximity kernels (2)
I The bigger issue is assumptions of term (in)dependence in

supporting the candidate entity

I If the set of query terms is T and query terms ti ∈ T are
independent given a candidate c, then

Pr(T |c) ∝
∏

ti∈T

{∑

d∈D
Pr(d|c) Pr(ti|c, d)

}

i.e., straight marginalization over documents d ∈ D
I Different documents can generate different query terms

I Consider T = {ontology, engineering} and these two
snippets
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Other entity scoring models: Proximity kernels (3)
..................

Thanks in advance.

=====

XXXXXXX X XXXXXX, Ph.D.

Department of Electrical Engineering

XXXXXX University

Slide list: The Semantic Web

by XXXX XXXXXX

Slide: Digital Libraries and the Semantic Web

Formalized facilities for supporting ontology

merging ..................

I Alternatively, we can assume terms are independent given a
document, then we get

Pr(T |c) ∝
∑

d∈D




∏

ti∈T
Pr(ti|c, d)



Pr(d|c)
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Other entity scoring models: Proximity kernels (4)
I Each document has to plausibly generate all query terms

I Might be too harsh and lose recall

I Perhaps best to blend the two models?

I But a fixed blend irrespective of query (subclauses) may not be
best

I Depends on finer structure of the query
I “Indian politician” — evidence for this may come from different

documents, or entity name may reveal “Indian”
I . . . whose oil paintings sell for actual money: here oil and painting

must match in a single document

I Deep answer sentence selection [43]
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Two-hop evidence aggregation

I Entities e may be mentioned in documents d

I Let the salience of e in d be a binary random variable
Rde ∈ {0, 1}

I Document d may be relevant to query q

I Let the relevance of d to q be a binary random variable
Rqd ∈ {0, 1} (as in standard IR)

I Define the score of e given q as

∑

d

Pr(d) Pr(Rqd = 1|q, d) Pr(Rde = 1|d, e)

q

d1

dM

... e

Rqd1 Rd1e
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Two-hop evidence aggregation (2)
I Pr(d) is a prior or static score

I Note that in training data we just have q, {e+}, {e−}
I Viz., queries, pos ents, neg ents

I Too laborious to label relevance of snippets or documents

I Model the two relevance distributions using logistic regression:

Pr(Rqd = 1|q, d) = σ(α · f(q, d))

Pr(Rde = 1|d, e) = σ(β · g(d, e)), where

σ(t) =
1

1 + e−t

I f, g are feature vectors

I In particular, g is similar to entity disambiguation features

I f follows standard probabilistic IR feature design

I α, β are corresponding trained model parameters

I Optimization not convex
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Evidence aggregation: summary

I Same entity or entity tuple endorsed by multiple snippets
I Einstein may appear close to played, violin 5M times
I With low snippet scores
I Whereas Rutherford may appear close to played, violin 1M times
I But with larger average scores
I Background rate of occurrence of Einstein and Rutherford may be

50M and 2M

I How to combine these evidences?
I IR4QA did trivial sum aggregation
I Nyberg et al. used mincut approach based on graphical model
I Qin et al. used Laplacian smoothing
I EntityRank aggregated over pages weighted by PageRank
I Expert search used arithmetic and geometric mean after multiplying

probabilities from two logistic regressions
I SSQ used soft-OR
I NAGA generalized language model IR
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Indexing for is-a + proximity search

“Which scientist studied whales?” →
type=scientist NEAR study|studied whale*

I Expand scientist to all instances at query time
I Runtime type expansion too expensive
I Even WordNet knows 650 scientist, 860 cities, . . .

I Insert a pseudo-token for each hypernym of each mention of
scientist at the same token offset as the mention
I Problem: Index blows up
I Open-domain type hierarchies very large: 15000 internal and 80000

leaf types in WordNet (full set A)

Solution: Index a carefully chosen small subset R ⊂ A, and do a
little more work at query time
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Basic tradeoff
Posting list for entity Einstein

Posting list for entity Bohr

Posting list for entity Rutherford

Posting list for entity Cousteau

...

Posting list for stem study/studied

Posting list for stem whale

WAND

OR

I Rescanning stems for each entity is impractical
I Dynamic OR of entity lists takes O(log fan-in) time
I Dynamically output OR posting has no skip info

∴ merging with stem lists slower than usual
I Better to materialize often-required OR lists
I Note, much more expensive than materializing intersections like

New and York where results are smaller
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Forward vs. inlined info in postings

I The “forward” (as against inverted) index is nothing but the
corpus itself

I Pre-digested to tokens, annotations and features

I Fast access via (document, span) queries

I Disk seek per candidate to be filtered is impractical

I Best to squeeze into RAM of a cluster of machines

I Some forward index access may be possible to replace by
packing more info into the inverted index

I Consider query type=scientist with keyword matchers violin,
played

I Say inverted list for type=scientist exists

I In a specific posting, how to know which instance of scientist
was mentioned in the document?

I Inlining Einstein’s entity ID is too expensive
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Forward vs. inlined info in postings (2)
I Mini-dictionary of all entities in a doc at the beginning of the

doc block

I Then inline short-ID into posting
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Indexing and passage scoring summary

I Position-sensitive scoring of candidates

I Aggregating candidate scores over mention passages

I Indexing entities and types

I Space/time tradeoffs
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KG+corpus search
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Complex queries and memory networks

I Compositional Vector Space Models for Knowledge Base
Inference [30]

I Learning to Compose Neural Networks for Question Answering
[3]

I Chains of Reasoning over Entities, Relations, and Text using
Recurrent Neural Networks [15]

I Question Answering on Knowledge Bases and Text using
Universal Schema and Memory Networks [16]

I Neural Symbolic Machines: Learning Semantic Parsers on
Freebase with Weak Supervision [28]
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